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This study is a comparative analysis of the character portrayal 
techniques used by Fernando de Rojas to create the Celestina in La tragi- 
comedia de Calisto y Melibea along with other Golden Age dramatic and 
novelesque presentations of this character type. Introductory material 
includes a discussion of the classical and early Spanish antecedents to 
Celestina's prototype, Trotaconventos. Chapter I deals with the Archpriest 
of Hita's characterization techniques used to portray Trotaconventos as the 
antecedent go-between for Celestina. Although Trotaconventos is a stereo­
typed character, she serves as Celestina's model because of her persuasive 
use of language as a tool in her procuring activities.
Celestina is portrayed through conversations of secondary char­
acters as well as through monologues, actions, and interaction with other 
characters. Rojas develops her personality and indicates her professional 
abilities as a procuress so well that she serves as the model for all later 
go-between types. Imitations included in this discussion are the Celestina 
of La Segunda Celestina by Feliciano de Silva, Celestina of the Tercera 
parte de la tragicomedia de Celestina by Caspar Gômez, Claudina of the 
Tragedia Foliciana by Sebastian Fernandez. Marcelia of the Comedia Llamada 
Florinea by Rodriguez Florian, the Lena of La Lena by Velasquez de Velasco, 
and Franquila of the Thebayda. Other dramatic presentations include Brizida 
Vaz of Gil Vicente's Auto da Barca do Inferno and its anonymous Spanish 
counterpart entitled Comedia alegorica del parayso y del infierno with its 
vie.ia. Beroe of La Comedia de Tidea by Francisco de las Natas, Teodora in 
El Infamador by Juan de la Cueva, and Celestina in the Entremes famoso de 
la Celestina by Juan Navarro de Espinosa. The novelesque presentations of 
the celestinesque type include the old women and La Lozana in Francisco 
Delicado's Retrato de la Lozana andaluza, Jerônimo de Salas Barbadillo's 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE CHARACTER PORTRAYAL OF "CELESTINA"
AND OTHER GOLDEN AGE CELESTINESQUE PROTAGONISTS
INTRODUCTION . -
Many critics have pointed out the ancestry of Celestina as veil 
as her personality traits and professional trades. They have failed to 
indicate various techniq,ues used hy Fernando de Rojas and later imitators 
of the celestinesque protagonist for character development. Characteriza­
tion is achieved in a number of vays: dialogue, monologue, narration,
action, and interaction of characters. Without an understanding of hov a 
character is portrayed, appreciation for that creation is lacking. Empha­
sis is on characterization techniques used by the Arcipreste de Rita to 
create Trotaconventos, the Spanish prototype for Celestina, and in partic­
ular, Fernando de Rojas' Celestina. Later celestinesque protagonists in­
clude Celestina of La Segunda Celestina by Feliciano de Silva, Celestina 
of the Tercera parte de la tragicomedia de Celestina by Caspar Gomez, 
Claudina of the Tragedia Policiana by Sebastian Fernandez, Marcelia of the 
Comedia Llamada Florinea by Rodriguez Floriân, the Lena of La Lena by 
Velasquez de Velasco, and Franquila of the Thebayda. Other dramatic pre­
sentations of this type include Brizida Vaz of Gil Vicente's Auto da Barca
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do Inferno and its anonymous Spanish counterpart entitled Comedia alegôrica 
del parayso y del infierno with its vie.ia. Beroe in là Comedia de Tidea hy 
Francisco de las Natas, Teodora in El Infamador by Juan de la Cueva, and 
Celestina in the Entremes famoso de la Celestina hy Juan Navarro de Espino­
sa. The novelesque presentations of the celestinesque type include the 
old women and La Lozana in Francisco Delicado's Betrato de la Lozana anda­
luza, Jeronimo de Salas Barbadillo's Elena in La hi.ja de Celestina, and 
Lope de Vega's Gerarda in his dialogued novel. La Dorotea.
The earliest classical antecedent is a stereotype and stock
character. Norman Spector characterized this first Lena as follows:
In the comedies of Plautus and Terence, the lena is invariably 
portrayed as the old woman whose rôle consists of instructing 
her ward in the best ways of exploiting lovers and suitors.
She is depicted as being calloused, malicious, and especially 
as possessing insatiable greed.1
In Ovid the go-between appeared in the character of Dipsas who was an 
expert in witchcraft. Her main motivation was avarice, while her principal 
means of achieving her goal was witchcraft and trickery. Although Trota­
conventos did not display any magical witchcraft, her successor, Celestina, 
was a master through her curative potions and the encantations she performed 
over the hilo which she took to Melibea. The Pamphilus was a direct model 
on which the first Spanish go-between was based. Trotaconventos was 
developed further by actively participating in the created love affair 
between Don Melon and Dona Endrina. Trotaconventos not only had her 
classical characterization, but was a convent trotter and used trickery 
to deceive her victims. As Norman Spector states, "...she is a buherona 
who sells combs and trinkets from door to door for the purpose of gaining 
access to the homes of potential victims."2 According to comments by
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Alejandro Mir6 Quesada Garland in his article "La Trotaconventos. Origen 
latino del cêlehre personaje del Archipreste de Eita," "...la vieja que 
aparece en el segundo acto del Pamphilus...bien puede ser la 'Anus,' el 
lazo de 'Dipsas' que figura en 'Los Amores' de Ovidio..."^
Antecedents for the go-between in Spanish literature are prin­
cipally found in the classical works of Plautus, Terence, and Ovid. Other 
sources for the first Spanish go-between, Trotaconventos, who appeared in 
Juan Ruiz's Libro de Buen Amor (1330-43), can be seen in the oriental 
literature brought to Spain by the Arabic folklore and fables. Julio Puyol 
y Alonso indicates that there are a number of references to terceria in 
such early Spanish works as Libro de Alexandre. Libro de los enganos. and 
in Chapter XLV of El Conde Lucanor entitled de como un buen omne e su mu.1er 
fueron vueltos por diehos de una falsa vieja.̂  Puyol y Alonso also points
out specific examples for each type of antecedent.
También en el Libro de los engafios encontramos dos viejas de este 
gênero: la una es la del enxemplo del omne e de la mu.1er e de
la vie.la e de la perrilla. que intercede con sus maestrias entre
una mujer casada y su amante, y la otra,...la del enxemplo de
la muger e del alcahueta. del mercador. e de la muger que 
vendio el palo. la cual trata de que va.ya a su casa la seducida, 
la misma suerte que lo hacian la Anus de Pamphilus y la Trotacon­
ventos del Libro de Buen Amor.5
Michael J. Ruggerio describes the basis for Trotaconventos' development
when he says:
The evolution of the literary type shows how the go-between 
begins as a messenger, sometimes with covering occupations 
and sometimes without them, and becomes a messenger-witch with 
covering occupations. It is this element— witchcraft— in the 
portrait that lends originality to Rojas' characterization of 
Celestina. Trotaconventos was not a witch; not did she even 
use sorcery to attain her ends.^
To better understand the celestinesque characterization, an awareness of
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Celestina's personality traits is essential. According to Anthony N. 
Zahareas:
The elements which create the pattern of the so-called 
'celestinesque' type and of which Trotaconventos is a pro­
totype, are her old age, her experience and capacity for 
deception, her feigned religiosity, her talkativeness and 
easy resort to fahles or anecdotes, her 'profession' of 
selling cosmetics as a way to enter homes, her claims that 
she keeps secrets, her alertness to exploit or create 
favorable circumstances, and finally, that she procures 
for profit.7
Trotaconventos, Celestina's prototype in Spanish literature, is proficient 
in arranging illicit unions between Don Melon and Dofia Endrina through 
subtle words. Her skillful use of language for persuasion becomes a major 
tool for Celestina, but Celestina used words not only to persuade but to 
deceive as well.
Trotaconventos uses words in a persuasive manner through the
ejempla in order to win the trust of her love prospects for Don Melon.
Each story comes from the oriental tradition through Latin translations,
and some of the most common tales are derived from Latin translations of
Aesop's Fables. Julio Puyol y Alonso points out Trotaconventos' tendency
to use those tales.
El Arcipreste llevo a su libro una gran parte de las fabulas 
que en su tiempo eran Juzgadas como esôpicas, y esto es pre- 
cisamente lo que da a sus enxemplos el mayor valor, pues su 
conjunto es,...la primera coleccion castellana conocida de 
los apôlogos de Esopo.®
As a persuasive technique, Trotaconventos relates the majority of the tales
to emphasize her point of view or to win the confidence of prospective
lovers for Don Melon. These tales are modeled not only after Aesop's
Fables but also include a number of religious and profane fables already
a part of the Middle Age oral tradition. Trotaconventos' vast knowledge
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and persuasive use of these tales are demonstrated in such stories as:
De la penitencia qu'el flayre di6 â Don Carnal ê de como el peeador se deve 
confesser é quien hâ poder de lo absolver. as well as a profane description 
of the clerics, priests, and nuns portrayed in the tale: De como clêrigos
é legos é flayres ë mon.jas é duefias ë joglares salieron a recihir a Don 
Amor.9 Among the profane tales are: Ensienplo del aguila ë del cacador.
Enxienplo del pavon é de la comeja, Enxienplo del ortolano ê de la cule- 
bra, and Enxiemplo del galgo ë del senor.̂  ̂ The capital sins, including 
cobdicia, ssobervia, avarizia, luxuria, invidia, gula, and vanagloria, 
are discussed in the first part of the Libro de Buen Amor.̂  ̂Trotaconven­
tos was guilty of various sins including ssobervia, avarizia, and luxuria.
Julio Puyol y Alonso mentions other Spanish antecedents for
Trotaconventos.
En el Hitopadeza hayallamos ya aquella mensajera que el 
principe Tungaba3.a envia â su adorada Lavanyavati.. .se 
describe â la alcahueta Karaba, que es también algo bruja, 
como se infiere por aquel sortilegio del circulo que traza 
en el suelo.^2
The name Trotaconventos. according to Puyol y Alonso, is derived from a 
messenger type found in the Poema de Fernan Gonzalez. "El nombre de 
Trotaconventos es de antigua cepa castellana. Llamâbase trotero o trotera
a la persona a quien se encomendaba algûn mensaje en el Poema de Fernan
Gonzélez."13 The go-between type also appears in the Cantigas de Santa 
Maria by Alfonso X. Francisco Sanchez-Castaner says that they were called 
mandadeiras.
El nombre de 'mandadeiras' que emplea Alfonso X para deter- 
minar la clase de alcahuetas que el caballero envia a la 
doncella nos hace suponer que su oficio fuera el mismo que 
desempenan en la actualidad las que reciben el nombre de
'mandaderas', al servicio, generalmente, de los conventos.
De dicha clase recibiô el nombre la Urraca del Libro del 
Buen Amer, apellidada por antonomasia Trotaconventos;..
Although there are numerous other sources for various episodes in the
Libro de Buen Amor, the major and minor go-between types are from clas-
scial antiquity, the oriental literary tradition brought to Spain through
Latin translation, and earlier Spanish works.
The basic attributes found in the ancestors of Trotaconventos 
range from an old woman who exhibits false religiosity, talkativeness with 
intent to deceive, and a professionalism through procuring for profit, 
while their trades include a messenger, and a witch with covering occupa­
tions such as a seller of cosmetics. Characters like Dipsas and Anus 
embodied all of these attributes, while others like those mentioned in 
Libro de Alexandre, El Conde Lucanor, Poema de Fernan Gonzalez and the 
mandadeiras in the Cantigas de Santa Maria were messengers. Karaba of the 
Hitopadeza. which is a collection of Sanskrit stories, is considered some­
thing of a witch. Perhaps this characterization is an antecedent for the 
later Celestina. Trotaconventos' character embraces all of the above traits 
except witchery, although there are a few references to her use of encantos. 
The sin of greed is a part of Trotaconventos' character, but it becomes the 
all-powerful force which eventually causes Celestina's death.
Trotaconventos, as the Spanish antecedent for the Celestina, is 
first portrayed by the Archpriest through the conversations of others.
Then she verifies her personality and her trades by what she says and 
does. The various techniques used by the Archpriest are effective enough 
to create a prototype with distinct attributes which Fernando de Rojas 
uses as the basis for his character. The method of presentation is
7
important for a better imderstanding of any character; therefore, emphasis 
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CHAPTER I
CHARACTERIZATION OF TROTACONVENTOS AS:
THE PROTOTYPE FOR CELESTINA
As a descendant of Anus and Dipsas, the first Spanish go-between,
Trotaconventos, exemplifies all of their personality traits and professional
trades. She does not, however, practice witchcraft. Juan Ruiz portrays
her as vividly as possible to make her a believable character. Anthony N.
Zahareas describes her characterization thus:
...the portrait of Trotaconventos sums up the attributes of the 
type that procures; she is simply the best representative of 
the class which she typifies...The portrait spells out in detail 
the appelatives 'trotaconventos' and 'troya'; it sets forth the 
qualities of a generic name as permanent characteristic. The 
design is characteristically medieval: her personality is
sterotyped before she reveals herself through significant 
action.!
Don Melon de la Huerta, the novice lover, relates early in his 
story how he failed to win his first love through the trickery of his mes­
senger, Fernando Garcia.
Diz' que 1' plazia de grado:
Fizos' de la Cruz privado.
A mi dio rrumiar salvado;
El comio el pan mas duz'. (stanza 118)
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On the basis of this failure, Don Mel6n seeks the advice of Don Amor and
Doha Venus. It is Don Amor vho tells Don Melôn to seek out a go-between
in stanzas. Later, DoHa Venus reinforces this advice by further
encouragement to go search for a good medianera in stanza 64$. Finally,
Don Mel6n, after attençting to win Do5a Endrina, decides to seek out the
best go-between available. He makes this declaration in stanzas 696-97.
El cuerdo con buen seso pensar deve las cosas:
Escoja las mijores é dexe las danosas;
Para mensajerie. personas sospechosas 
Hunca son â los omes buenas nin provechosas.
Busgue Trotaconventos, qual me manda el Amor;
De todas las maestras escogi la mijor;
IDios é la mi ventura, que me fué guiadorl 
Açerté en la tyenda del sabio corredor.
Trotaconventos vas created to bring two lovers together through her tools
of trade. According to Raymond S. Willis, Don Amor describes her in stanzas
436-448.
Don Amor defines the type as a professional (in default of a 
compliant parienta), female, old, crafty, eloquent, and per­
suasive, a familiar of nuns and friars, garbed in ostentation 
of religiosity, disguised as a peddler, whether of potions, 
cosmetics, or her services as a midwife.3
Since Trotaconventos' character is well fixed in the reader's 
mind by what Don Amor says about her, the further verification of her per­
sonality by DoHa Venus, and the ultimate glorification of her attributes 
by Don Melôn have set a predetermined pattern of conversation and action 
which she must follow. Trotaconventos is portrayed by what others say 
about her; then she confirms that characterization through her words and 
deeds. Even the naming of this go-between helps to mold her personality.
Not only is she called Trotaconventos, but in verses 699 c and 972 b she 
is referred to as:
11
Hon ay tales maestras como estas viejas Troyas: (699c)
Non S comprar las joyas pars la chata-troya: (972b)
Carlos Claveria in his commentary on this name states the following:
"Troya signifies, sin duda en el lenguaje grafico y burlon del Arcipreste 
'puta' o 'moza monstruosa' en los versos 699c y 972b, respectivamente, del 
Libro de Buen Amor."̂  By the time of Trotaconventos' death, the Archpriest 
refers to her familiarly as Urraca. Raymond S. Willis clarifies the mean­
ing of Urraca in his discussion of the epitaph written for her by the 
Archpriest.
Then comes the epitaph: Urraca so que yago so esta sepulture
(1576a). Since the 1330 version of the Libro lacks the two 
interpolations, 910-9^5 and 1318-31, the name Urraca has not 
been even breathed hitherto. How, then, can we account for 
this post mortem baptism of a figure whose identity as Trota­
conventos has continued uî hro-ken since st. 738?.. .Without the 
pun of Urraca-urraca; woman's name— bird that chatters and 
thieves, we are left to conjecture about some topical allusion 
such as the widespread ill repute of the Castilian princess,
Urraca de Zamora...for the trotera is presented, figuratively 
in association with the noisy birds (gulls, not magpies to be 
sure) and, literally, with the trait of chattering.5
Who is Trotaconventos and what influences do different names have
upon her character portrayal? This question has little to do with her
characterization since that remains constant throughout the work. What is
important is the fact that, according to Raymond S. Willis, more than one
person fills the role of a trotaconventos within the same work.
To summarize: in the 13^3 redaction, from st. 910 on, the
identity of the procuress changes from the old Trotaconventos...,, 
to another trotaconventos, named Urraca, not to mention her 
Ifl nicknames plus Buen Amor (91009̂ )̂, then to a different 
vieja, who remains unnamed (9̂ 5-9**9). After an interval, a 
figure identifiable with the original Trotaconventos reap­
pears (1317-20), but she, in the succeeding episode (1321-31), 
bears only the name Urraca and never the nickname Trotacon­
ventos through two adventures and her death (1332-1507; 1508- 
12; 1518-20); finally she recovers Urraca as her baptismal 
name in her epitaph (1575-78).°
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Troaconventos is portrayed throiigh the words of others, hut must verify 
her stereotyped characterization hy what she says and does.
Major characteristics which make up Trotaconventos' unique per­
sonality are her greed for money or goods for services rendered, her deceit 
and trickery as well as talkativeness and wit as persuasive devices, use 
of subtle lies for gaining the confidence of her potential customers, 
feigned innocence along with false religiosity, and finally, her allusions 
to encantos as a part of her trade. Don Amor tells Don Melon to he sure to 
ply his Trota with gifts to satisfy her greed:
D'aquestas viejas todas esta es la mejor;
Eruegal' que te non mi enta, muêstrale huen amor:
Que muncha mala hestia vende huen corredor 
E Muncha mala rropa cuhre huen cohertor. (stanza Itks)
Trotaconventos admits her greed in her conversation with Don Melon in verses
815c and d.
Mas yo de vos non tengo sinon este pellote:
Sy huen manjar queredes, pagad tien el escote.
The Archpriest even dedicates an entire section to listing the evils of the
sin of greed•(stanzas 217-225). Stanzas 220 and 221 illustrate the extremes
of greed.
En ti facen morada, alevoso traydor:
Con palahras muy dulges, con gesto enganador,
Prometen, mandan mucho los omes con amor;
Por conplir lo que mandan, cohdigian lo peor.
Cohdigian los averes, que ellos non ganaron,
Por conplyr las promesas, que con amor raandaron:
Muchos por tal cohdigia lo ajeno furtaron,
Porque a las sus almas I los cuerpos lazraron.
Trotaconventos, as a greedy person, not only takes every gift offered her,
hut tries to prolong her procuring activities to gain rewards.
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Several examples illustrate how Trotaconventos deceives either
Dofla Endrina, Don Melân, or Garoza to gain their confidence. This is one
similarity to her successor, Celestina, because she tries to manipulate
her clients' emotions and feelings through her power of cajolery. Pilar
Liria in her article "Lihro de buen amor; Los diminutives con el sufijo
-illo en boca de Trotaconventos" illustrates in stanzas 718, 757, 796,
607-11, but specifically stanzas BlO and 868-870, that Trotaconventos is
a master of suasion. Pilar Liria's conclusion clarifies this power of
Urraca by pointing out:
Creo que los textos citados sirven para probar el valor del 
diminutive -illo, -ilia en boca de Urraca como medio de 
persuasiôn: la nota popular, una cierta humildad, el matiz
de ternura, la confianza, un poquito de guasa, la familiari- 
dad, todo se mezcla en este sufijo cargandolo de afectividad.
Asî en boca de la vieja, estos diminiutivos son como sar- 
mientos, o zarcillos que se enroscan y Uegan a aquellos 
puntos sensibles de la conciencia y del corazôn del que los 
escucha, a donde otras palabras no llegarîan.î
Dofia Venus indicates this capacity of blandishment in verses 6l7c and d.
Anda por maestria lygera enderedor:
Moverse ha la duefia por artero seguidor.
Furthermore, in stanza 6l*k, Dofia Venus continues to reiterate the subtlety
of go-betweens:
Muncho son malsabydas estas viejas rinosas,
Muncho son de las moças guardaderas celosas,
Sospechan é barruntan todas aquestas cosas;
Byen sabe las parangas quien paso por las losas.
As soon as Trotaconventos has learned of her job to win Dofia Endrina, she 
attempts to do so through a series of deceptions. First of all, she des­
cribes Don Melon as a gallant and brave man, which he is not, in stanza 
727.
lU
Muy byen me rresçîben todos en esta mi probedat;
El mijor ë el mâs noble de lynaj' é de beldat 
Es don Melon de la Huerta, mangebillo de verdat:
A todos los otros sobra en fermosur' ê bondat.
Eext, Trotaconventos promises secrecy concerning vhatever Dona Endrina tells
her, but his promise is soon forgotten when she returns to Don Melôn.
Agora, mi seBora, desit vuestro coraçôn,
Esto que vos he fablado, sy vos plase 6 si non:
Guardarvos he poridat, celare vuestra rraçôn
Syn miedo fablad comnigo todas quantas cosas son. (stanza 736)
Trotaconventos- continues her trickery by telling Dona Endrina that Don Melôn
wishes to protect-her from those who would cheat her while he fully intends
to take advantage of her himself. Stanza .755 indicates this subtle deceit.
All of these misrepresentations on the part of Trotaconventos are, however,
subtle lies.
Mas el VOS défendra de toda esta contienda:
Ssabe de muchos pleitos ê sabe de lienda,
Ayuda é deffiende a quien se 1' encomienda:
Si el non vos defiende, non se quien vos defienda.
Trotaconventos returns to Don Melôn and tells him that he should forget 
his pursuit of Dona Endrina. This is her way of prolonging the affair in 
order to earn more profits. In his rage, Don Melôn describes Trotaconven­
tos in derogatory terms in stanza 78̂ , charging her with trickery and 
deceit.
IAy viejas pytofleras! IMalapresas seadesi 
El mundo rrevolviendo a todos engafiades,
Mintyendo, aponiendo, desiendo vanidades,
A los nesçios fazedes las mentyras verdades.
Trotaconventos continues her deceits until she finally wins Dona Endrina,
whose wrath against this evil go-between also reiterates the many evils of
Trotaconventos. Dofia Endrina lists these deceits in stanza 882.
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Dofi' Endrina le dixo: I Ay, viejas tan perdidas.'
A las mugeres trahedes angaSadas e vendidas!
Ayer mill cobros me dayades, mill artes ê milll salidas;
Oy, ya que so escarnida, todas me son fallesçidas. (882)
In a later episode, Trotaconventos uses wit and her literary
knowledge hy telling many ejempla tales to persuade Don Mel6n's new love,
Garoza, to yield to his advances. For example, Trotaconventos pleads for
moderation as a trap in which to snare Garoza:
Mucho temio la vieja deste travo dezir:
•Sefiora', Mmesura, non me querades ferir!’
Puédevos por ventura de mî grand pro venir,
Como al leôn vino del mur en su dormir. (lli2U)
Each tale told hy the go-hetween merely heightens Garoza's interest in 
Don Mel6n. Perhaps even the order in which they are told is of psycho­
logical importance for the purpose of persuasion. Trotaconventos seeks 
sympathy first hy telling the story entitled Enxiemplo del galgo e del 
seBor. She feels that because she is now old like the hound and is not 
able to chase the best, her previous conquest of the nun failed. By the 
time that Trotaconventos tells Garoza the story entitled Enxiemplo de la 
rraposa e del cuervo, Garoza is no longer shy and is willing to give in 
to Trotaconventos' requests on beheulf of Don Melon.
As a part of Trotaconventos' personality traits, she lies in 
order to deceive and trick her clients. Throughout the work a string of 
lies is interwoven with each deceit in order to give her a better advan­
tage in any given situation. One example of lying is mentioned by Don 
Melon in stanza 921.
Non m' acordi entonçe desta chica parlylla:
Juga jugando dize el ome grand mansilla..
Fue safiuda la vieja tanto, qu' â maravilla,
Toda la poridat fue luego descobrilla.
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While trying to win Doha Endrina for Don Mel6n, Trotaconventos exaggerates
and lies about Dofia Endrina's love for him.
En el mi cuello echa los sus bragos entramos,
Asi una gran piega en uno nos estamos,
Sienpre de vos desimos, nunca en al fablamos,
Quando alguno vyme, otra rrazon mudamos. (stanza 809)
Examples of Trotaconventos' feigned innocence and false religio­
sity further develop her as a stereotype. Although she earns her living by 
procuring, in her conversation with Dofia Endrina, she pretends to be a per­
fect adviser and would not think of destroying any girl's reputation.
Es maldat é falsîa las mugeres engafiar.
Grand pecado é desonrra en las asi danar:
Verguenga que fagades yo la he de callar;
Mas los fechos é la fama, esto me faz' dubdar.
Mas el que contra mi por acusar me venga,
ITomeme por palabrai ÎA la peor s' atengal 
FÉga quanto podiere, â osadas se tenga:
0 callarâ vencido o ivayase por mengal (stanzas 8U8-81*9)
Don Melon, in his quarrel with Don Amor, points out that Mass is merely a
meeting place for lovers and go-betweens, not a religious ceremony.
Acabada la misa, rezas tanbyen la sesta,
Ca la vieja te tiene â tu amiga presta; (verses 381 a,b)
Trotaconventos even demonstrates her hypocrisy by praising the virtue of
a nun as a lover in verse 1339d, and stanzas 131(0-1*1.
Quien â monjas non ama, non val' un maravedy.
Ssyn todas estas cosas, han muy buenas maneras:
Son mucho encubiertas, donosas, plasenteras,
Mâs valen é mas saben sus mogas cosineras 
Para el amor del mundo, que las duenas de sueras.
Como ymajen pyntada de toda fermosura,
Fijasdalgo muy largas ê francas dénatura.
Grandes doneaderas, amor sienpre les dura,
Comedidas, cunplidas é con toda mesura.
Trotaconventos frequently alludes to the purpose of holy love, swears by
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God, aad emphatically denies heing deceitful as was seen in stanza 849, but 
she is the quintessence of religious hypocrisy.
Although Don Amor refers to Trotaconventos' ability as an enchan­
tress, she does not practice any of the black arts. Don Amor says:
Toma de unas viejas, que se fazen erveras,
Andan de casa en casa è Uamanse parleras;
Con polvos ê afeytes ê con alcbholeras,
Echa la moça en ojo ê ciegan bien de veras. (stanza 44o)
Trotaconventos makes the only reference to her witchery when she says:
Diz': 'Yo ir# â su casa desa vuestra vesina,
É le dire tal escanto è 1' darâ tal atalvina,
Porque esa vuestra llaga sane por mi melesina. 
......................................  (stanza 709)
Even through this reference, Trotaconventos is merely building up her image
of false religiosity because she is always ready to win a prospect by any
means.
As a character type, Trotaconventos portrays Juan Ruiz's concept 
of a go-between and her role in society during the first half of the four­
teenth century. She is a product of her ancestry as well as of the social 
climate of her time. Trotaconveitos is a stereotype with certain traits 
from which she does not deviate. She serves as the prototype for Celestina 
through the following list of professions and personal characteristics: 
female, old, crafty, eloquent, and persuasive, a familiar of nuns and friars, 
garbed in ostentation of religiosity, serves as a midwife and procures for 
profit.
Both Trotaconventos and Celestina used language of the then-current 
popular level. Celestina, however, was more proficient in relating tales and 
proverbs in her everyday conversations with others. A 150-year time span 
exists between the two works, and this would have affected the vocabulary
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and syntax used by each go-between. Trotaconventos and Celestina also used 
tales and fables to persuade and gain the confidence of their clients. 
Wiereas Trotaconventos merely used these techniques professionally, they 
became a part of Celestina's daily conversation. Menlndez y Pelayo reiter­
ates these similarities in his "Origenes de la Novela,"
Las artes y maestrias de Trotaconventos son las mismas que las 
de Celestina: como ella gusta de entreverar en su conversaciôn
proloquios, sentencias y refranes, y no solo ësto, sino enxiem- 
plos y fâbulas; como ella se introduce en las casas â tîtulo 
de buherona y corredora de joyas, y con el mismo arte diabolico, 
que ella va tendiendo sus lazos â la vanidad femenil: 8
Although most of the basic characteristics of Trotaconventos and Celestina
are similar, Trotaconventos was a stereotype and Celestina became a live
person, an individual.
Trotaconventos was created as a stereotype, but Celestina cap- 
sulizes the Renaissance enthusiasm for living life to its fullest. One of 
the main differences between predecessor and successor is the fact that 
there were only two allusions to Trotaconventos as an enchantress while 
Celestina was a witch and actually cast spells and addressed herself to 
Pluton, god of the underworld. She also had an entire inventory of witch­
craft necessities in her storeroom. Michael J. Ruggerio discusses Celes­
tina's deeper involvement with witchcraft than Trotaconventos by saying:
...The alcahueta emerges from the Libro de buen amor as a very 
able and active mensajera in matters of love who also has some 
other, covering occupations. But by the time she becomes 
Celestina in the late fifteenth century, she is the ally of 
the devil (that is, a witch) who turns her power toward evil.9
Another difference is, although Trotaconventos plays the all- 
important part as a go-between for Don Melon, she does not evolve into 
the principal character. The Archpriest maintains her role as that of a
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confidante and procuress for Don Melon, not a person who manipulates his 
life. Celestina, however, plays such a forceful role in the lives of the 
two aristocratic lovers, Calisto and Melihea, and the love affairs of the 
servants Sempronio and Pârmeno, that she becomes a manipulator of each and 
every life with which she comes in contact. As the manipulator, Celestina 
becomes the central character of a work which was originally entitled La 
tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea; but now it is referred to as La Celestina.
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CHAPTER II
CHARACTERIZATION OF CELESTINA
Fernando de Rojas drew from many other sources besides the basic 
classical works, the folk tales interpolated into Spanish literature from 
Latin and Greek translations of the Eastern ejemplum, along with earlier 
Spanish sources. Rojas also put many words from Petrarch into the mouths 
of Sempronio and Celestina. According to Candido Ayllon, "Some of Celes- 
tina's ideas on life, whether in the original sixteen or in the twenty- 
one-act version, are based on Petrarchan sources. In Act IV (I-IV-I65-66), 
where Celestina discusses old age with Melibea, her words are reminiscent 
of De Remediis 1: 2."^ A. Bonilla y San Martin, in his article, "Antece­
dent es del tipo celestinesco en la literature," says that the Arcipreste 
de Talavera in his Corvacho also discusses the go-between of the mid­
fifteenth century.^ A. Bonilla y San Martin also indicates that several 
classical comedies of the Latin author Maccus Plautus include go-between 
types much like Celestina, particularly his comedies, Asinaria, Mostellaria, 
Cistellaria, and Ourculio.
He aqui las crudas y celestinescas verdades que la vieja 
meretriz Cleereta le dice en Asinaria, a Argyrippo:
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En Mostellaria. Soafa, otra vieJa meretriz reoomienda, 
como Cleereta, a la joven Filemacia que no se apasione 
de un solo hombre, porque lo sentira en la ancianidad:
En Cistellaria aparece otra lena por el estilo de las 
mencionadas, pero con singular aficiôn â la bébida.
El dios Auzilio dice de ella que es tan parlera como 
bebedora:
Otra lena de Curculio tiene por sobrenombres: Multibiba
y Merobiba. ... El apasionado Fedromo busoa â esta vieja 
para que le sirva en sus amores con Planesia.3
Even her name, Celestina, ironically indicates a saintly, celestial person. 
Celestina is anything but celestial because she not only enjoys sexual 
immorality but encourages others to achieve their lustful desires by any 
means she can, for example, deceit, trickery, flattery, and even witch­
craft .
Celestina is the central figure of the play. La tragicomedia de 
Calisto y Melibea, and the plot, as well as the lives of ell other charac­
ters, revolves around her. This go-between is considered to be the first 
anti-heroine of Spanish literature, portrayed as an old women who has 
lived and enjoyed the many pleasures of life. She dedicated her later 
years to procuring for young people so they, too, might enjoy life on a 
sensual level. Celestina, whose motivation is greed and desire for wealth 
uses a great number of persuasive techniques to win her victims' confidence, 
including deceit through lies, flattery and trickery, and witchcraft. 
Celestina assumes the role of a mother for the purpose of giving advice, 
while playing on human weaknesses and emotions for her own profit and 
benefit. This aspect of her personality is one of her picaresque traits, 
as she uses her wits for personal gain. Furthermore, Celestina comes in 
contact with all levels of society, from the aristocrats (Calisto and
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Melibea) to the clergy and nuns who were her clientele, and the servants 
and rogues (Sempronio, Parmenp, and Centurio). She defends her right as 
an individual to her own way of life, because she fills a role useful to 
society. Finally, this protagonist is protrayed through dialogues and 
monologues by every character with whom she comes in contact, as well as 
through her own words, actions, and interactions with the other character?.
Since La Celestina is a drama, dialogue is the major mode of 
character portrayal. Stephen Gilman calls this the tû ̂  go method of 
characterization.
' Alive only through his dialogue, each individual sees himself, 
on the one hand, as others see him or as he imagines they 
see him. In terms of the conditions of his life— young, old, 
servant, master, man, woman, etc. — he attempts to fit him­
self and to know himself within a generally recognizable 
classification.
Celestina's life, however, touches the life of each character in such a 
way that the ̂  part of the dialogue is constantly changing, while the go 
(Celestina) remains constant. After all of her traits are indicated by 
the secondary characters, she verifies them by what she says and does.
Celestina's basic character traits can be grouped into six cate­
gories with various characteristics for each: greed, manipulation of others,
domination of others and the situation, hedonism, superstition, and individ­
ualism. As someone who is always seeking material gain, she attempts to 
dominate every situation in which she is involved and every person with 
whom she comes in contact. Her manipulation is achieved through persuasive 
tactics either to show her wisdom or her common knowledge through refranes, 
through deceit by subtle lies or through flattery, or by adopting a mother 
role and being an adviser. Celestina is a hedonist at heart because she
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often refers to food (gluttony), drink (wine), and past sensual pleasures 
she enjoyed. Only eating and drinking remain an active part of her sen­
sual pleasures, while she enjoys sexual pleasures merely as a voyeur. As 
a superstitious person, she participates in witchcraft and feigns religi­
osity, becoming a hypocrite. She strives for individualism by upholding 
man's rigjht to live life to its fullest, in the Renaissance sense, in so 
far as sensual pleasures of sex, food, and drink are concerned.
Celestina is first portrayed through a conversation of Sempronio
with his master, Calisto. He calls her: "vna vieja barbuda, que se dize
penas promouerâ ê prouocara a luxuria, si quiere.. Later, the other
servant, Parmeno, who knew Celestina from his childhood, lists her basic
tools of trade as "labrandera, perfumera, maestra de fazer afeytes ë de
fazer virgos, alcahueta é vn poquito hechizera." (Vol. I, 70) Pârmeno
mentions a few of her character traits in his conversation with Calisto.
Asaz era amiga de estudiantes ë despenseros ê moços de abades.
A estos vendxa ella aquella sangre innocente de las cuytadillas, 
la qual ligeramente auenturauan en esfuerço de la restitution, 
que ella les prometîa...Muchas encubiertas vî entrer en su 
casa. Tras ellas hombres descalcos, contrites ë reboçados, 
desatacados, que entrauan allî â llorar sus pecados." (Vol. I,
70, 71)
Pârmeno also discusses her use of witchcraft. "Pintaua figuras, dezîa 
palabras en tierra. iQuiên te podrâ dezir lo que esta vieja fazîa? E 
todo era burla ë mentira" (Vol. I, 86) First of all, it is Sempronio 
who warns Calisto against Celestina; then the skeptic, Parmeno describes 
her from a negative point of view.
Greed, as the all-powerful force which motivates Celestina, is 
the basic characteristic around which all others revolve. According to 
Josë Antonio Maravall, her greedy attitude as a social product of the times
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in which she lived motivated her to do whatever she could in .order to gain 
monetarily.^ This insatiable desire for money or material goods eventually 
cost her her life when she was unwilling to share with Sempronio and Pâr­
meno the gifts Calisto had given her. Ironically, she actually becomes a 
victim of her own weakness. Candido Ayllôn emphasizes the importance of 
this scene between Celestina, Pârmeno and Sempronio because her most tragic 
defect is dramatically and ironically revealed. At the same time, Rojas ■ 
seems to be developing the plot in order to justify the motivations for 
Celestina's assassination.^
How is the portrayal of Celestina as a greedy person first 
effected? In this case, it is through her own words in a conversation 
with Sempronio in which she promises to share the earnings, but later 
refuses to do so.
CEL. — Calla, que para la mi santiguada do vino el asno verna
el alabarda. Dexame tu a Parmeno, que yo te le harë vno de
nos, ë de los que houiëremos, dëmosle parte: que los bienes,
si no son conmunicados no son bienes. Ganemos todos, partamos
todos, holguemos todos; ■ (Vol. I, 89)
The statement, "que los bienes, si no son conmunicados no son bienes," is
one of Celestina's persuasive phrases. In Acts V and VI, Celestina again
betrays her greed by telling Calisto how Melibea mistreated her during her 
first visit. Her real reason was to try to prolong her procuring efforts 
for greater profit. She even hints at a certain gift which was indivisible 
by saying: "No ay palabra de las que dize, que no vale â la vieja Celes­
tina mâs que vna saya." (Vol. I, 201) This is the initial revelation of
greed in the hearts of Parmeno and Sempronio because shortly after the 
previous comment by Celestina, Parmeno tells Sempronio: "No le pierdas
palabra, Sempronio, ë verâs como no quiere pedir dinero, porque es
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diuisible." (Vol. I, 204) In Act XI, Calisto offers a gold chain to Celes­
tina to pay for her services. This she accepts readily since it, too, is 
indivisible. Pârmeno's own greed is increased as he tells Sempronio: 
iCadenilla la llama? iNo lo oyes, Sempronio? No estima el gasto. Pues 
yo te certifico no diesse mi parte por medio marco de pro, por mal que la 
vieja lo reparta." (Vol. II, 69) The argumento of Act XII relates how 
the servants' greed motivates them to kill Celestina. "Pârmeno e Sempronio 
van a casa de Celestina. Demandan su parte de la ganancia. Dissimula 
Celestina. Vienen a reSir. Echanle mano a Celestina, matanla." (Vol. II, 
76)
As the pivotal character of the work, Celestina serves as a 
catalyst in each conversation. She dominates the conversation and manipu­
lates the situation for her own benefit. For this reason, Candido Ayllon 
calls her a "manipulator" in a scene which takes place in her home during 
Act I.
Gracias a esta escena, el lector adquiere un conocimiento mâs 
profonde de très de los personajes importantes de la obra.
Anteriormente solo conociamos a Celestina por boca de Sempronio 
y â este solo por sus palabras en relaciones con Calisto.
Ahora vemos a Celestina misma: mujer alerta, astuta, per-
spicaz y dominadora. Al dominar a Sempronio, révéla una 
actitud ironica en su tratamiento de êl. Se establece 
Celestina como una verdader ironista, y esta caracterîstica 
tan esencial a su ser le ayudarâ a dominar a Areusa y a 
Melibea.8
Celestina's ability to control, dominate, and manipulate people and situa­
tions lies in her skillful and knowledgeable use of language. This unusual 
ability seems to fail her, though, at a critical moment. During the scene
in which Sempronio and Pârmeno demand their share of the profit, Celestina 
finds herself unable to control them and becomes a victim of their greed.
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Throughout the scene she is defensive, not aggressive. For example, she 
seeks to dissuade the two servants through an appeal for their synçathy 
at first. "&Que es esto? iQue quieren dezir tales amenazas en mi casa? 
iCon una oueja mansa tenes vosotros manos e hraueza? &Con vna gallina 
atada? iCon vna vieja de sesenta aSos? (Vol..II, 102) Until this scene, 
her verbal ability had been a successful tool for manipulation and persua­
sion.
Celestina seeks to manipulate each person either through deceit
and trickery, or through lies and flattery. She even acts as a counselor
in order to win Parmeno to her cause. Throughout the drama, Celestina
constantly refers to old sayings and folklore revealing her vast knowledge
of folk tradition and of the classics. She tries to influence Parmeno to
join her and Sempronio by saying: "A1 varon, que con dura ceruiz al que
le castiga menosprecia, arrebatado quebrantamiento le vemâ e sanidad nin-
guna le consiguira." (Vol. I, 109) Celestina even refers to Seneca as a
classical authority to.impress Parmeno: "Que, como Sineca nos dize, los
peregrinos tienen muchas posadas e pocas amistades, porque en breue tiempo
con ninguno no pueden firmar amistades." (Vol. I, 100) She attempts to
woo Parmeno into her power through an appeal to his strongest emotion, the
sex drive. Jane Hawking, in her article, "Madre Celestina," emphasizes
the importance of this tactic.
She further excites Pârmeno's interest by hinting that Areusa,
Elisa's cousin, the object of his desires, is well within 
her reach...Celestina persists and enumerates the sweet 
pleasures of intimate friendship...9
In a conversation with Calisto, Celestina pleads for more patience so that
she can prolong her procuring efforts. She cites the old saying:
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"ConsTiêlate, seKor, que en vna hora no se ganô Çamora; pero no por esso 
desconfiaron les combatientes." (Vol. I, 221) In Celestina's conversation 
with Lucrecia, Melitea's servant, she tries to calm Lucrecia's anger and 
mistrust with the following saying: "Que los sahios dizen: que vale mâs 
vna migaja de pan con paz, que toda la casa llena de viandas con renzilla." 
(Vol. II, Us) Celestina constantly cites the classical writers as well as 
folk tradition to win the other member of the dialogue over to her point 
of view. Therefore, this character trait is developed through her own 
words, not those of another character.
The earlier reference to Celestina in the mother role, an adviser,
is best exemplified through her conversation with Parmeno in an effort to
win his confidence. After quoting Seneca as an authority to impress him,
she plays on his feeling for his deceased parents.
Por tanto, mi hi jo, dexa los impetus de la juventud é tomate
con la doctrina de tus mayores â la razân. Reposa en alguna
parte. iÉ donde mejor, que en mi voluntad, en mi ânimo, en 
mi consejo, â quien tus padres te remetieron? E yo, assî como 
verdadera madre tuya, te digo, so las malediciones, que tus 
padres te pusieron si me fuesses inobediente, que por el pré­
sente sufras é siruas â este tu amo, que procuraste, hasta en 
ello hauer otro consejo mio. (Vol. I, 101)
She even uses the words madre tuya to appeal to Pârmeno's deepest parental
respect. As a substitute mother, she attempts to manipulate his feelings
to her own advantage.
Celestina also tries to deceive others through subtle lies or 
flattery. According to Rosa Arciniega, "A lo largo de la tragicomedia, 
Celestina mentira. Mentira una y rail veces. Pero sus mentiras nunca 
serâh vanas, ni mucho meno torpes o absurdas. Miente por necesidad, por 
desbaratar inminentes tormentas. Before Pârmeno is won over to Celestina's
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vay of thinking, he indicates her ability to lie in a conversation with 
Calisto. "lAssî, assî! A la vieja todo, porque venga cargada de mentiras 
como abeja ê â mi que me arrastren." (Vol. I, 218) On the other hand, 
Celestina also knows when to use flattery to win someone's confidence.
.. She uses the artifice.to win Melibea's confidence during their first inter­
view. "10 angêlica ymagen! 10 perla preciosa, é como te lo dizes! Gozo 
me toma en verte fablar." (Vol. I, 173) Later, Celestina plays on Melibea's 
sympathy to win her completely to Calisto. The go-between lies and says he 
• is ill and needs- the favors and prayers of Melibea. "IE tal enfermo, 
seSora! For Dios, si bien le conosciesses, no le juzasses por el que has 
dicho ê mostrado con tu yra." (Vol. I, 1Ô5) As a last resort, Celestina 
uses witchcraft to ensure success. She casts a spell on the thread which 
she plans to sell Melibea.
Celestina is considered a witch because she not only conjures up
spells by calling on Pluton, the god of the underworld, but she has all
, the necessities for potions in her storehouse. Previous to the above
meeting with Melibea, Celestina invokes Plutôn's assistance.
Conjfirote, triste Pluton, serior de la profundidad infernal, 
emperador de la Corte danada...te conjuro por la virtud ê 
fuerga destas vermejas letras; por la sangre de aquella 
noturna aue con que estân escriptas; por la grauedad de 
aquestos nombres ê signos, que en este papel se contienen; 
por la âspera pogoRa de las bîuoras, de que este azeyte fué 
hecho, con el quai vnto este hilado: vengas sin tardanga
â obedescer mi voluntad i èn ello te embueluas é con ello 
estes sin -vn momento te partir, hasta que Melibea con apare- 
hada oportunidad que aya, lo compre é con ello de tal manera 
• •• quede enredada que, quanto mâs lo mirare, tanto mâs su coragon 
se ablande â concéder mi peticiôn, ê se le abras é lastimes 
de crudo é fuerte amor de Calisto, tanto que, despedida toda 
honestidad, se descubra â mî é me galardone mis passos é 
mensaje. (Vol. I, lU8, 151)
After Celestina and Sempronio return to her house is Act III, Celestina
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asks Eliaia to go to the storeroom to get a few witchery items.
CEL. — Pues suhe presto al sohrado alto de la solana ê haxa 
acâ el hote del azeyte serpentine, que hallarâs oolgado del 
pedago de la soga, que traxe del campo la otra noche, quando 
llouia é hazia escuro. E àhre el area de los lizos ê hâzia 
la mano derecha hallarâs vn papel escrito con sangre de mor- 
ciâgalo, dehaxo de aquel ala de drago, a que sacamos ayer 
las vnas. (Vol. I, lh2-UU)
Later, on her way to Melihea's house, Celestina talks to herself in an
attempt to holster her own courage. Just before arriving, she makes the
following observation that further affirms her superstitious nature, and
indicates a good omen for her success. "Ni perro me ha ladrado ni aue
negra he visto, tordo ni cueruo ni otras noctumas." (Vol. I, 158)
Celestina appears to go to church to pray, swears by God, and
even begs for confession before she dies. However, her real purpose for
going to church is to make contact with the young girls who may be her
clients, or to pray for success in her current endeavors. She defends
her religious attitudes in a conversation with Sempronio.
CEL. — iQuien so yo, Sempronio? JQuitasteme de la puteria?
Calla tu lengua, no amengües mis canas, que soy una vieja 
qual Dios me hizo, no peor que todas, vivo de mi oficio, como 
cada cual oficio del suyo, muy limpia. A quien no me quiere 
no le busco. Di mi casa me vienen a sacar, en mi casa me 
ruegan. Si bien o mal vivo, Dios es el testigo de mi coragon.
(Vol. II, 101-02)
Luis Rubio Garcia points out that Celestina merely represents the religious 
crisis which became critical during the Renaissance. "Incluso mâs: La
Celestina, haciendose eco de la tremenda crisis religiosa que va a estallar 
en el Renacimiento, réclama un cristianismo interior, juzgando al pecado 
no tanto por sus actos, como por sus intenciones, y senalando como norma 
la rectitud del oorazon."^^ Sempronio further reveals Celestina's false 
religiosity in a conversation with Parmeno as they go to the church to
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find her at the beginning of Act IX.
SEMP. — Verdad es; pero mal conoces a Celestina. Quando ella 
tiene que hazer, no se acuerda de Dios ni cura de santidetdes.
Quando ay que roer en casa, sanos estân los santos; quando va 
a yglesia con sus cuentas en la mano, no sohra el comer en 
casa..iLo que en sus cuentas reza es los virgos que tiene a 
cargo e quantos enamorados ay en la cihdad e quântas moças 
tiene encomendadas..., (Voll II,. 25)
Ironically enough, Celestina dies with one word on her lips: "iConfession!"
(Vol. II, io4)
A basic character trait of Celestina's is her desire to enjoy 
life, hedonism. While Sempronio and Elicia are making love, she is stand­
ing beside the bed saying: "Besaos ê abraçaos, que a mi no me queda otra
cosa sino gozarme de vello." (Vol. I, 39) Throughout the work, emphasis 
is on the individual and his right to enjoy sensual pleasure. In a conver­
sation with Pârmeno, Celestina observes :
El deleyte es con los amigos en las cosas sensuales ê especial 
en recontar las cosas de amores é comunicarlas: esto otro
me dixo, tal donayre passamos, de tal manera la tomé, assî 
la besé, assî me mordio, assî la abraçê, assî se allégé.
(Vol. I, lOT)
Celestina learned her trades from an old woman called Claudine, her teacher
and also Pârmeno's mûther. Félix Martî-Ibânez discusses the two women in
the following passage:
To the effects of her tempestuous career must be added the in­
fluence of her teacher, Claudine, with whom she was hand-in- 
glove, perhaps united to her by lesbian ties, a theory supported 
by her lustful propensities and her statement, '...From her 
(Claudine) I learnt all the choicest there was to know of my 
trade...we ate together, slept together, took our relations in 
one another's company and our pleasures and counsels in common'
('Della— de su maestra— aprendî todo lo mejor que sé de mi 
oficio...juntas comîamos, juntas dormîamos. juntas.avîamos 
nuestras solazes. nuestros plazeres. nuestros eonsejos y eon- 
eierto') Claudine, an alcoholic, possessed a virile bearing, , 
which may indicate the manner in which she influenced Celestina's 
love life. Meaningful are the words Celestina uses when bewailing
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her friend: 'Oh, how sweet she was! How gentle, clean and
virile!* ('10 gué graciosa era! 10 que desembuelta, limpia, 
varonil!' •
Although Félix Martî-IhânEez believes that mujer varonil might have indi­
cated lesbian ties between teacher and student, it simply means that 
Claudine was a strong and capable woman. As a proponent of sensuality, 
this go-between, Celestina, is a hedonist at heart. According to David W. 
Foster, Celestina focuses her attention on the basic human emotion, love.
For Celestina, love is a profession and a way of life. Her 
existence centers around this basic human emotion, and thus 
she may be called a proponent of hedonistic love. Celestina 
says to Melibea: 'Pues, tu senora, ténias yra...que cada dia
ay hombres penados por mugeres ê mugeres por h o m b r e s , . . . '̂ 3
Celestina is seen either drinking wine, or is heard praising its
virtues frequently, and seems to feel that it is her only comfort in old
age. This too, is a part of her hedonism because she seeks pleasure and
finds it in the bottle. In a long monologue she praises the virtues of
wine:
Pues de noche en inuierno no ay tal escallentador de cama.
Que con dos jarrillos destos, que beua, quando me quiero 
acostar, no siento frio en toda la noche. Desto aforro todos 
mis vestidos, quando viene la nauidad; esto me calenta la 
sangre; esto me sostiene continue en vn ser; esto me faze 
andar siempre alegre; esto me para fresca; desto vea yo 
sobrado en casa, que nunca temeré el mal. ano.
(Vol. II, 28)
This characteristic also is further clarified through Celestina's own 
words. As a proponent of one's right to live life to its fullest, she 
becomes a total individual in a society of strong class structure and 
lack of interest in the individual.
Celestina represents the many social ironies of the Spain of 
Fernando de Rojas. It was a period of deep religious fervor, but there
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vas much corruption within the church, and she points out these ironic
social situations at every turn. Stephen Gilman suggests that Rojas was
trying to defend the right of a person like Celestina, considered to he a
witch, to a full life also.
The state of mind of a Rojas or of anyone else living within the 
converse situation was surely a mixture of all three, a mixture 
the proportions of which differed not only from individual to 
individual hut also from day to day and year to year within a 
given individual. Even in that complex structure of verbal 
irony called La Celestina there are,...moments of thinly veiled 
anger and others of affirmation. Witches, too, are human heings 
and deserve something better than Inquisitional 'justice,' while 
Pârmeno and Sempronio caught ̂  flagranti are dealt with in ex­
emplary fashion.Ik
Celestina's role in society is emphasized by Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel's
observations about her.
Porque la medianera no pertenece a la ciudad por el mero hecho 
de habitar en ella, sino por fomar parte de su estructura, 
como encargada de uno de sus ministres necsarios, la cura del 
'loco amor,' Celestina es un 'oficial' en la ciudad, con el 
prestigio propio de su catégorie.15
This go-between sets the stage for many other women of her profession to
appear in other dramas and novels throughout the next centuries.
Celestina serves as a model for later Golden Age matchmakers 
through her persuasive tactics in her procuring profession. The imitations 
by Feliciano de Silva, Gaspar Gômez, Sebastiân Fernandez, Velasquez de 
Velasco, Rodriguez Florian, and the anonymous Thebayda continue to empha­
size her abilities in witchcraft also. Most important, however, is the 
fact that dialogue remains the principal tool for character portrayal 
throughout the Golden Age. Both dramatic and novelesque presentations of 
the go-between introduce the character through either dialogue or monologue.
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and later the character herself enters the scene to justify her portrayal. 
Jer6nino de Salas Barhadillo, in his novel. La hi.1 a de Celestina, is the 
only author who chooses to introduce his protagonist through narration.
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERIZATION OF CELESTINESQUE PROTAGONISTS IN:
CONTINUATIONS AND IMITATIONS OF THE "CELESTINA"
Three vorks continue the characterization of the Celestina: La
Segunda Celestina, La Tercera Celestina, and Comedia Policiana. Three 
other works are considered imitations of this portrayal: La Thebayda,
Comedia Florinea. and La Lena. Among the criteria used in the selection 
of these particular works is the presence of the celestinesque character, 
exhibiting a majority of the traits of the original Celestina. These may 
vary from one work to another, but are sufficiently consistent to identify 
the character. The go-betweens in the continuations have one or more of 
Celestina's personality traits. Some of the go-betweens in the imitations 
are lacking in one or more of the traits, but they are always procuresses 
or messengers.
Since all of these attributes were well known by the readers of 
that time, the later authors merely emphasized some of them for their own 
purposes. For example, the Celestina of La Segunda Celestina which appeared 
in 1536, was supposedly raised from the dead but she really had been in 
hiding for a time in the Archdeacon's home after Parmeno and Sempronio of
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the original Celestina attempted to kill her. This second Celestina shows 
one major difference in character from the original Celestina: the element
of religiosity is much more predominant since she is supposedly raised from 
the dead. The second Celestina uses this as a tool to condemn others for 
their sins while she continues her. own life of deceit, allowing her to 
gain better control of their superstitious natures. This second go-between 
tells of her intentions to deceive in a conversation with Zenara, the Arch­
deacon's mistress. "Asi que, he querido decirte lo dicho, para que no- 
vivas conmigo engafiada; porque ya es tiempo de salir â fingir mi resur- 
reccion,..."^ As she leaves the Archdeacon's home to go to her own, it 
is the Pueblo who shouts in amazement after her:
Vala el diablo â aquella Celestina, la que mataron los criados 
de Calixto, iparesce 6 es alguna vision? Por cierto no es 
otra; y que priesa que lleva que paresce que va â ganar béné­
ficié. !0h, grau misterio, que ella es! (7k)
La Segunda Celestina is considered to be a comedy, with a happy 
ending as the two lovers, Felides and Polandria, are united in marriage.
As in other works, the character of Celestina is developed through inter­
action (dialogue) with other characters. She frequently appeals to the 
superstitious nature of others as a strategy for deception to accomplish 
her purposes. Celestina's deceptive technique of apparent spirituality 
as a major part of her character even includes references to saints in 
the Bible. An early example of this is in the ninth cena in a conversa­
tion with Areusa and Elicia.
CEL. — Lastimasterne, pues, para ml santiguada, que yo os lastime 
hijas, segun el calor de donde vengo, no espanteis; cuanto mas, 
que en el infierno, ni hay deseo de capones, ni perdices, ni de 
riquezas, ni de cosa de las desta vida, sino es de mojar la boca, 
segun paresce por aquel rico avariento, que pidi6 a Lazaro que 
le pusiese el dedo mo j ado en la lengua; que mejor autoridad para 
mî no se puede haber. (99)
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A little later, Sigeril, one of Felides' servants, also points out Celes­
tina's false religiosity when he says: "...nias ver cuAn santa viene y
predicadora, no lo podrias creer." (lOk) Pandulfo's account of Celestina's 
return from death is an example of the role of a secondary character in the 
development of the protagonist.
PAHD. — Se3or, yo fui â aquella vieja honrada de Celestina.
Dejadas razones aparte, ella se muestra tan santa, cuanto 
para encohrir mejor la red es menester. lodas sus palabras 
son de Dios y enderezadas â Dios, y para solo consolar tu 
mal, sino es de amores, ella dice, que vernâ â. un devoto 
monesterio ê. te hablar, en haciendo manto que no le tiene
6 enviândoselo tû prestado â nunca pagar. (159)
He seems to reinforce the characteristic of false religiosity which is so
important in the protagonist.
Another incident in which Celestina feigns spirituality occurs
in the nineteenth cena when she acts as though Elicia is having illicit
sex with Crito. She says:
CEL. — iFuese ya Crito?...Elicia, lo que he visto 6 lo que no 
he visto, esto mando yo y en mi casa ahî esta la puerta, hija; 
que ya no me cumplen â mi nada destas romerias: ya me tienes
entendida, porque a buen entendedor pocas palabras. (210)
Celestina pretends to be holy and spiritual through her own words in the 
previous cena. Later, Crito lets the reader know that her offended spiri­
tuality is really hypocritical and that Celestina really has not changed.
He says, "Ya lo vi, pese â tal con la puta vieja, y cuân santa viene."
(212) Celestina continues this façade in a conversation with Polandria 
and her servant Poncia.
CEL. — No podemos, mi amor, en esta vida haciendo nuestra vo­
luntad, hacer la de Dios; porque en todo contradice esta carne 
pecadora â lo que quiere el espiritu, como lo sentia esto san 
Pablo cuando decia: que sentia en si otra ley que repugnaba
la ley de su espîritu, por las inclinaciones naturales decia.
(219)
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At the end, Celestina reveals her true character in a conversa­
tion with Areusa and Grajales, one of Areusa's friends.
CEL. — Mi fé, hijo, cada cosa es para su oficio: el agua para
lavar, y el vino para heher; y cuanto n£s que yo desde que 
nascî lo heho asi, por cierta enfermedad que me lo mandaron 
heher los fisicos. Ya sahes, hijo, que como dice el prover- 
hio: que mudar costumhre, es â par de muerte. Mezcla por
tu vida una poca de miel con mucha miel,... (1*28)
In the ahove statement, Celestina reveals her inclination for strong drink, 
her fondness for proverbs, her enjoyment of hedonistic pleasures. There­
fore, this Celestina hides behind a faqade of hypocritical spirituality 
from the beginning of the work to the very end. As Ernest K. Hillard 
suggests, [Celestina].,."often appears to be the equal of the original
ocharacter in cunning, presence of mind, and persuasive ability." Through 
her ability to deceive, she is able to influence the other characters by 
convincing them that she is saintly when in reality she is not. This go- 
between has indicated her traits through her own words rather than having 
the secondary characters indicate her personality.
The Tercera Celestina by Gaspar Gomez is another direct continua­
tion of the original Celestina, but its plot is a continuation of the ' 
Segunda Celestina also. In this work, greed becomes the prime motivator. 
This Celestina, however, is not the warm character that the original was. 
She is unpopular and is often beaten and mistreated by her nieces' suitors 
and lovers. Even her nieces dislike her because of her short patience and 
harshness with them. Her character traits are still the same as those of 
the original Celestina and the second Celestina; however, this go-between 
is not as hypocritical as her immediate predecessor. Her conspicuous 
weaknesses are greed and excessive harshness with her nieces. According
ko
to'Mac E. Barriok, her outstanding strengths are:
Regardless of her other activities, Celestina's most impor­
tant function is that of a go-hetween...In the Tercera Celes­
tina. since the lovers are already secretly married, there 
seems little need for a go-hetween; however, Celestina is 
called upon to eliminate the obstacle to a public marriage 
by winning the mother's consent.3
This Celestina, although intolerant and harsh with her nieces, has many
of the qualities of the original Celestina. She is involved in witchcraft,
as mentioned by one of her neighbors after her death: "IQue falsos hechizos
hazia!" (380) Her neighbors, in this discourse, continue to list her many
other attributes and accomplishements during her lifetime.
to Celestina, y quân mal as biuido, pues tan mal acabaste!
...IQuântos mancebos a robado! tQue de viejos a embaucado!
IQuântas quistiones a vrdido! îQué de muertes a causado!
...IQue nobles donzellas a enganadol IQué innumerables 
moças a perdidol ÎQuê recogidas biudas a deshonrrado!
IQuântas astucias, quântas cautelas, quântos embustes hazia 
para hazer sus enrredimientos! (380)
In his introduction, Barriok specifies that once again "greed is the over­
powering vice that it was in the original work, for the Celestina here not 
only seeks increased rewards for her services, but by cheating and swindling 
her associates and failing to share her gains, nearly brings about her own 
death on two occasions."^ Again, the development of the person of Celestina 
is so close to the original that the technique of description by secondary 
characters is not necessary. Only once are her physical traits described 
at great length. Areusa says of her:
Yo te prometo, mâs anos tiene a cuestas que los dos mâs anti- 
guos del pueblo. Y esto sin jurarlo se vee en ella por es- 
periencia, que tiene ya los ojos hundidos, los narizes humi- 
das, los cabellos blancos, el oÿr perdido, la lengua torpe, 
los dientes caydos, la cara arrugada, los pies hinchados, los 
pechos ahogados. En conclusion, es mi pensar que si la sepol- 
tura hablesse, como aca serâ suya, la compeleria por justicia 
a que fuesse a poblar su casa. (210)
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Greed is overemphasized and distorted in this character. First
mention of this comes in a conversation hetveen Sigeril and Pandulfo,
Felides' servants.
SIG. — Si a ti parece poco no lo se, mas huenos cien ducados 
la lieu# de vna vez esta sémana, sin otras menudencias que 
. #1 la da cada. dia.
PAHD. — 10 mala vieja: A osadas que no me lo paguen sus
herederos. (90, 91)
These two men refer to Celestina's greed again in another conversation,
tut Pandulfo is the one who emphasizes her excessive attitude.
PAMD. — Mas no lo digo sino por la falsa vieja de Celestina, 
que la pedi diez ducados prestados con auer yo auenturado 
por ella mas de ciento,... (133)
PAND. — E Sigeril me a jurado que le lleuo lo que yo tarun- 
taua, con que saldra la harbuda de lazeria. (133)
In the following sections, he continues to mention all of her evil traits
including soberuia. envidia; cobdieia, y luxuria.
PAND. — ...porque ella es tan marcada en hazer vnos encanta- 
mientos, que por nuestra senora, que al mas desuellacaras 
que a ella se allégué, haze de arte que le torna humilde y 
honesto, siendo la renegada indomita y soberuia,...vsando la- 
seSora de su desenfrendad envidia y maldita cobdicia, y el 
que en sus dîas no suffri6 palabra,...prouando ser ella disso- 
luta en sus obras y luxuriosa en desseo, y por tanto si graue- 
mente los viejos son castigados, mâs es por el mal enxemplo 
que dan que por.la culpa que oometen...que vna hechizera que 
no a dexado parte del mundo que no [a] aridado, no se le a 
passade vileza sin tentaria, ni a venido fortuna que no aya 
corridOj.i. (158, 159)
Pandulfo indicates not only her vices, but her use of witchcraft which 
make her the character she is, but she is the one who verifies her per­
sonality by what she says and does. She is beaten many times by the 
young men she tries to cheat as seen in Act XXVI in the argumento.
Celestina sale de con Felides muy contenta, razonando de los 
cincuenta ducados que le dio, y topa con Barrada, el qual la
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haze vs estremado castigo; y queriêndola sacar la holsa sus 
quatre ducados, la halla con cincuenta y se los toma. Y 
ella queda llorando y pidiendo justicia.
In the end, Celestina dies because of her eagerness to claim her rewards
from Felides for her part in the wedding arrangements. She rushes down a
flight of stairs, falls, and dies in her own home. Her actions confirm
her traits as indicated through Pandulfo and her own comments throughout
the work.
The title, Tragedia Policiana en la cual se tractan los muy des-
graciados amores de Policiano e Philomena, executados nor industria de la
diahSlica vieja Claudina. madre de Parmeno e maestra de Celestina, gives
a clue to the main character atrrihutes of the celestinesque protagonist.
Although Claudine was the original Celestina's teacher, the Tragedia
Policiana was written and published approximately 50 years after the
original Celestina appeared. As the supposed teacher of Celestina, Claudine
exhibits all of Celestina's traits, including witchery. Evidence of this
is told in her own words as she invokes Satan to cast a spell on a ring
destined for Philomena.
CLAU. — A ti, tenebroso y astuto Satan, principe de la monar­
chie de los spiritus condenados, eterno sustentor de las 
tinieblas continuas que en los caliginosos e sombrios chaos 
infernales abundan:...Yo, tu nas familiar e comparera Clau­
dina, te conjuro por la grauedad de la palabra que de ti tengo 
recibida,...vengas con repetino sonido a obedecer mi mandado, 
e venido, de tal manera te occultes debaxo de los aureos acci­
dentes deste anillo que en mi dedo anular tengo puesto, que del 
no te apartés hasta que Philomena le ponga en su dedo, dende el 
qual por las sécrétas venas que dél van al coragon, se le dexes 
tan llagado de la cruda saeta de amor, que todo su remedio sea 
el que esta tu familiar le quisiere dar,...5
For the most part, however, the author uses the secondary characters to 
develop her character. Her role as a go-between, her greed, and her
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witchcraft are discussed by Philomena*s servant, Dorotea. Other exemples
of comments about her greed are by Policiano*s servants, Salucio and
Solino. Salucio says, "...que tenemos noticia de vna vieja astuta, y en
esta arte de alcahueta examinada maestra; que procure hablarla y prometerla
el premio de su trabajo, y.ella pondra la diligencia que nosotros no pode-.
mos por mucha que pongamos." (12) Salucio mentions her greed when he says,
"E avn las entraSas a bueltas del dinero»" (l6) Later, in Act IX,
Claudine herself says, "...quanto la cosa es mâs alta, tanto con mejor
animo la intento, y jamâs acometi donde no ouiesse victoria...e el espe-
ranga del galardon diminuye qualquier pena,..." (17) In the same Act, the
other servant, Solino, says that he remembers her being tarred, and feathered,
an event alluded to in the original Celestina also.
SOL. — Acuèrdo me, madre del dia que te canonizàron como de lo 
que oy he hecho,...y te vi puesta en la picota con mas majestad 
que vn papa...vi vnas letras que a la redonda de aquel como 
rocadero tenias en la cabega que dezian por alcahueta e hechi­
zera. (18)
Dorotea, Philomena*s servant, mentions her witchcraft when she is discus­
sing Claudine with her mistress.
DORO. — Senora de mi alma, esta vieja es mas diabolica que 
humana...Pero pues tu enfermedad tal instrumente requiere, 
no te'descuydes con ella en el recat.amiento de tu bondad,...
(31)
In addition, some of the major differences between Claudine and Celestina 
are;
Claudine appears to approach her problems more swiftly and 
directly than Celestina and seems to be less prone to intro­
spection and quasi-philosophical speculation; she is direct 
and business-like in her affairs rather than greedy; her 
capacity and love for strong drink, mentioned briefly in 
the Celestina. is not in evidence in the Policiana. in which 
we have no dinner scenes of drunken merriment. Claudine is 
very superstitious and really believes in the magical powers
of the ring which she give to Philomena. Her speech often 
seems to he less rich in aphorisms and in popular idiomatic 
constructions than that of Celestina.^
In the Policiana, the secondary characters state what Claudine's character
traits are, hut she is the one who proves her abilities through her words
and actions; however, interaction and mutual manipulation between her and
the secondary characters are lacking.
The Comedia Thebayda. an obvious adaptation of the Celestina, 
appeared around 1521 according to Marla Rosa Lida de Malkiel in her article, 
"Para la fecha de la Comedia Thebayda."*̂ Although Franquila fills the 
role of a go-between for Don Berintho and Cantaflua, she lacks many of 
the basic character traits of the original. First of all, she is the 
wife of a local merchant. This does not conform to the basic traits of 
old age and widowhood that all the earlier celestinesque protagonists 
shared. Furthermore, she intercedes as a personal favor rather than for 
materialistic reasons. Franquila also actively participates in sexual 
activities with both young Aminthas and Galterio. Although hedonism is a 
parto of Celestina's character, she only alludes to past sexual pleasures. 
Franquila never seems hypocritical because she is sincerely a religious 
person, and sees no reason not to enjoy sensual pleasure.
In the Comedia Llamada Florinea, Marcelia, the young widow, age 
SU according to Floriano's servant Fulminato, "...vna viuda de hasta treynta 
y quatro, que en aspecto esta como de diez y ocho"® serves as a go-between 
mainly as a messenger. Even though Marcelia is younger and does not lament 
the lost pleasures of her youth, she does encourage Floriano and Belisea to 
enjoy sensual pleasures. She further encourages her own daughter to take 
up her trade. Her role as a messenger is pointed out in the argumento for
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scena XV. "Marcelia de la carta de,Floriano con cierta cautela a Belisea,
que yua a prado. Y finalmente Ueua vn anillo a Floriano." (208) Marcelia
herself lets the reader know that she enjoys wine when she praises its
virtues. This too, is a main part of the original Celestina's personality.
iMo dizen que toda huena cena del heuer comiença?.,.Y sepas 
que el vino mâs ctmçle a la muger que no ^  hombre, que es 
mâs fuerte. Porque a la muger conforta le la virtud natural 
flaca, ayuda a la digestion, cria nueua y limpia sangre, 
alegra el coragon, quita mal de madre, conforta la vista, 
sanea la memoria, haze buena tez, pone color viua al rostro, 
limpia la dentadura... (I85)
Although Marcelia is not a witch, she uses some magical powders in a letter
destined for Belisea. She describes the situation:
MAEC. — Pues que ya me encargué desto, y no cumple tardarme, 
quiero echar unos poluillos del carbon en esta carta, que 
ya los he hallado aprouados. Para que si Floriano ama a 
Belisea, y ella lee la CEirta, ella le ame a el, y si no 
quedarse ha libre; que al fin estas cosas solo Dios las ha 
de saber. (208)
In the next scena, Marcelia carries on a monologue in which she indicates
her materialistic interests. "Y la esperança del buen gualardon para des-
terrar necessidades de mi casa me necessitarâ a que haga todo mi deuer y
me atreua a todo trance; pues no se ganà el pan sin afan, ni se toman trüchas
a ropas enxutas." (208) She emphasizes her own propensity for using refranes
when she says, "...pUes no se gana el pan sin afan,..." in the previous
quotation. Her use of proverbs is not for persuasive purposes as it had
been in the Celestina though.
Belisea's father best describes Marcelia in the following conver-
staion with his daughter.
Ya, ya, conozco la como a ti. Pues essa bien tiene por qui 
reconoscer seruicio a esta casa; que en no se que mala farae- 
zilla la rastreo la justicia. agora vn aho, y era cosa fea, 
y que no librara bien si no entendiera yo en ello. Y piensa.
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hija, que de estas que ansi moças quedan viudas tienen tra- 
tajo y aun peligro, mayormente si les sate la casa la ociosi- 
dad, madrastra de las virtudes y atogada y madré de les vicios.
(249, 250)
Harcelia reveals most of her character traits either in long monologues 
or through dieilogues with other characters. Only Belisea's father's 
conversation with her about Marcelia's evil personality illustrates her 
traits from a secondary character's point of view.
In La Lena, a play by Velâsquez de Velasco which appeared in 
1602, although Lena does function as a go-between for Damasio and Marcia, 
the wife of Cervino, the tone is one of light humor and satire. Lena 
opens the prologue with a long monologue in which she laments her plight 
in life.
Terrible cosa es que no se pueda (sino por marauilla) hazer 
colada que no llueua. No ay ya biuir en este mal Mundo, pues 
como el lobo, tanto empeora quanto mâs envegece; bien necio 
es quien de ti se fia...Creo que me'engendro la desgracia, y 
que si tuuiesse en las manos oro, se me bolueria plomo, pues 
no pesco con mis designos sino mordedores cangrejos que me 
destruyen.9
This go-between has many of the attributes of the original Celestina. She 
is old, lives by her wit, has occupations such as a vendedora as a "front," 
feigns religiosity to gain confidence, and deceives those she wishes to 
take advantage of. Her primary obstacle in this work is a very jealous 
husband who has his servant, don Inocencio, to guard his young wife, Marcia.
A difference in character portrayal occurs in this drama since 
Lena develops her own characterization, rather than having it developed 
through the use of description by secondary characters. For example, she 
reveals her deceitful nature and false religiosity in comments made to her­
self just before talking to don Inocencio. "Ahora es tiempo de emplear
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mis cuentas en bénéficie de mi boisa: quero entrarle con el sabrosso
peccado del' adnlacion, bisbisando mis oraciones." (39̂ ) 8he tries to 
enter ladies' houses by posing as a vendedora much the same vay. as Celes­
tina did in order to enter Melibea's home. Lena's real reason for -wishing 
to enter the homes is to deliver messages or pick them up to give to the 
lover. She feigns sales activities by saying; "El otro dia encomendô vna 
sefiora que la traxesse vn poco de estoraque y benfuy para hacer -vnas pas­
tillas..." (1*10)
The most humorous situation is Lena's attempt to win don Inocen­
cio 's confidence through wit so that she might play her role as a messenger 
for Marcia and Damasio. In Act II, Lena has a long conversation with don 
Inocencio in which she plays on his sympathy for Marcia as well as his 
religious dedication. Lena's strategem is successful because don Inocencio 
agrees to give a letter from Damasio to Marcia, but he is deceived since 
Lena leads him to believe it is from someone else. Lena's wit is evident 
throughout the conversation as she plays on his sympathy for the weak and 
ill Marcia, who is realy not ill at all, in an effort to deliver the mes­
sage from Damasio. She even pretends sincere concern for Marcia by calling 
her "vna santica."
LENA — Prouadoî Si V. m. la -viesse, tendria mâs lastima 
d'ella, porque es vna rosa de diez y seis ados, aunque 
ahora esta tan marchita y afligida, que parece -vna santica.
INOCEN. — Pues qu' es lo que yo podre hazer por ella a vuestro 
parescer?
LENA — Que? No menos que darla la vida.
INOCEN. — Luego es muerta?
LENA — Poco menos.
INOCEN. — E' esa manera poco hare yo en resucitar los viuos: 
mas vengamos al modo.
LENA — ...La cuitadita, informada de algunas personas espi- 
rituales, que (por su virtud) la han dicho ser yo la que
w
deuria,...rogandome que lleue o embie a la se3ora Marcia 
vna carta en la qual se la descubre y quenta b por B y C 
por C el caso, pidiendola consejos y socorro en su tribu- 
lacion. Ï pues V. m. dize que yo no la puedo hablar, si 
quisiere encargarse de hazerla esta buena obra, aqui la 
traigo.
INOCEN. — Pietatem exerce. Dadmela, hermana mia, que yo lo 
hare de muy buena gana, que cierto la obra es santîssima.
(Uoo)
Don Inocencio's help eases Lena's activities as a messenger. The author 
even uses the classical meaning of her name, Lena (go-between) to indicate 
her profession.
Hillard accurately discusses Lena's character and purpose in the
drama through his statement:
The go-between, Lena, is an old woman of much experience 
who gives a clever and convincing impression of being a 
charitable and pious woman. Around her there is no aura 
of supernatural powers or extraordinary achievements in 
widespread activities. Her rôle is important indeed, since 
she must deceive the ladies' [sic] guardian, don Inocencio; 
but she does not have to face danger to break down the moral­
ity of a young heroine who is frightened or conservative,..
It is Lena herself who says and does certain things which reveal to the
reader who and what she is. The secondary characters have no part in her
character portrayal. While Lena functions as a go-between, no tragic
repercussions result from any of her activities. Her messenger role is
her major function in the drama.
In summary, although Hillard lists the major character traits of 
the celestinesque protagonists in the continuations and imitations of the 
Celestina, he fails to indicate the manner of character portrayal. Each 
character is presented either through the conversations of secondary char­
acters reinforce this defect and point out others. Pahdulfo indicates the 
third Celestina's excessive greed, but she is the one who verifies it by
h9
■rfiat she says and does. Claudine is portrayed not ty her words, but by 
what the secondary characters say about her, and she verifies each trait 
through her own actions. In the Comedia Llamada Florinea, Marcelia indi­
cates her traits either through dialogues or monologues. Finally, as 
indicated, it is Lena in La Lena who makes specific references to herself 
about her false religiosity and deceitful nature. Each author after the 
original Celestina portrays his go-between in a different fashion. The 
earlier works have more persons describing the go-between, whereas the 
go-betweens describe their own characteristics in La Thebayda. Comedia 
Florinea, and La Lena.
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CHAPTER IV
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CELESTINESQUE PROTAGONISTS IN:
DRAMATIC ADAPTATIONS OF THE "CELESTINA"
The celestinesque protagonists of the early Golden Age dramas 
are Brizida Vaz of Gil Vicente's Auto da Barca do Inferno, its anonymous 
Spanish counterpart entitled Comedia alegorica del parayso y del infierno 
vith its vie.ja, Beroe in La comedia de Tidea hy Francisco de las Nat as, 
and Teodora in El Infamador hy Juan de la Cueva. There is also a Celes­
tina portrayed in the Entremes famoso de la Celestina by Juan Navarro de 
Espinosa. The common mode of characterization of each of these protago­
nists is through dialogue or monologue rather than narration since they 
are dramatic presentations.
As a celestinesque character, Brizida Vaz, also called Brîgida 
Vaz, has several of the same traits as Celestina. Guerra Conde compares 
the two go-betweens by saying that the principal difference is that 
Brigida Vaz speaks from the other world while Celestina lives in this 
world.^ Brizida Vaz describes her own trades and traits in answer to the
Devil's question as to whether she has many things to bring onto the Barca
-  2
do Inferno. He asks: "E trazeis vôs muit fato?" Brizida replies by
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listing her trades as a virgin mender, cosmetic maker, and a hoarder of 
stolen goods, and her methods include: lies, tricks, deceit, and subtle
dealings.
Seiscentos virgos postiços 
E tres areas de feitigos
Tres almarios de mentir,
E cinco dofres d'enleios 
E alguns furtos alheios,
Guarda-roupa d'encobrir:
Emfim casa movediça, ' -•
Hum estado de cortiça 
Com dez cochins d'embair,
A nor carrega que he,
Esas moças que vendia;
D'aquesta mecadoria
Trago eu muita â bofê. (229, 230)
When the Devil encourages Brizida to enter his boat, she refuses because
she feels that her many sufferings and bruises here on earth have earned
her passage on the Barca da Gloria.
Eu sou hua mârtel tal,
Açoutes tenbo eu levados,
E tormentos supportados.
Que ninguem me foi igual. (230)
As she goes to the guardian Angel of the Barca da Gloria, she employs all
her charm and tact in an effort to win entry to this boat. Flattery is
her main tool as she approaches the heavenly boat by calling the Angel,
"Barqueiro, mano,... (230) Brizida repeats all of her exploits with
emphasis on their charitable value. Her deep religious hypocrisy is
evidenced throughout the dialogue with the Angel. She also attempts to
gain entry to the boat by appealing to the Angel's sympathy because of her
martyrdom while on earth.
Que eu sou apostalada,
Angelada e martelada.
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E fîz obras mui divînas.
Tantas cachopas, como eu;
Todas salvas polo meu.
Que nenhtîa se perdeo:
E prouve âquelle do ceo.
Que todas acharao dono.
Brizida says that each deed has a divine blessing, and that all her clients 
have led holy lives because all have found masters through her guidance.
The Angel is not deceived by her pretense and sends her back to the Devil 
who receives her with open arms. "Ora entrae, minha senhora,/ E sereis 
bem recibida. (231) A little later, a judge enters the Barca do Inferno, 
recognizes Brizida, and mentions her schemes and deceitful ways as he re­
members her on earth. "I-vos tornar a tecer,/ E urdir outra meada." (238) 
Brizida is portrayed mainly by her answers to questions asked her by the 
Devil and Angel about her life on earth. These secondary characters (the
Devil and Angel) serve as her interrogators and she responds by revealing
her trades and personality traits. The word power is vivid, therefore 
little action is necessary for character portrayal.
Aubrey F. G. Bell points out that the entire auto is a social
satire of people who played important roles in their contemporary society.
"In the Barca do Inferno (1517) the satire was directed against an fidalgo. 
an usurer, an idiot, a cobbler, a monk, a procuress, a Jew, a judge, a 
solicitor and a hanged man as they arrive, after death at the Devil's 
boat,.. Bell also indicates that although they are types, they are 
taken from individuals whom Vicente had observed in his contemporary 
society. The author's [Vicente's] ability to portray a type in a few 
lines is easily seen through Brizida's description. She is able to 
indicate her trades and personality traits in no more than 20 or 30 lines 
of poetry.
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There have been varying opinions concerning the authorship o'f 
the Spanish Comedia alegSrica'del naraysO y del infierno and Gil Vicente's 
Auto da Barca do Inferno. Bell feels that: "... in any case, the Spanish
translation of the play is not the work of its author [Gil Vicente].
On the other hand, according to W.S. Hendrix, "The situation as regards 
the two plays may be svmnnarized as follows: The Spanish play is not a
mere translation of the Barca, but rather an adaptation of it, introducing 
some ideas not found in Vicente's play.Whether or not Gil Vicente 
wrote both the Portuguese and Spanish versions is not important as far as 
characterization is concerned. The vie.la of the Comedia alegorica del 
parayso y del infierno, (1539) is portrayed by what she says about her 
past life after a brief introduction in a narrative argumente at the be­
ginning of the Comedia.
The characters' names reflect the author's attitude toward this 
type in his society.. In the Portuguese version, the go-between has a spe­
cific given name, whereas the Spanish go-between is simply called vie.la.
In the Portuguese version, Brizida Vaz indicates her own character in reply 
to the Devil and the Angel. On the other hand, the vie.la verifies her 
traits after they are mentioned in the narrative argumente.
Luego viene vna alcahueta 
muy corriendo, a mas andar, 
muy cargada, a rebentar, 
de hechizos, 
de dos mil virgos postizos, 
titulo de seys coraças 
bien llorada delas moças 
■J7 de rufianes castizos.'
After this brief introduction, it is the vie.1 a who indicates what she has
done to earn passage in the boat. She lists her trades and indicates that
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her success in her profession is because of her use of subtle wit and wisdom.
...Estos son mis menesteres,
"C mi officio............
Todas son estas cosillas 
aparejos de fomicio,
"C de plazeres y vicio;
ala gente 
Traygo agora, aqui al presente, 
cinco mil virgos postizos 
sin numéro de hechizos 
que hize continuamente.
Puy muy sabia y eloquente 
mi persona. (298)
The vie.la continues to place emphasis on her sufferings while on earth in
order to win sympathy just as Brizida Vaz had done. "...He sido encorogada,/
3 ’ agotada cinco veces," (299) Other character traits that she mentions
include deceit and greed. She also mentions her knowledge of medicine along
with her cosmetic collection.
le vendi a vn bachiller 
vna moga por donzella: (299)
de toda suerte de vnguento 
para sanar criaturas 
afeytes de mil hechuras; 
por ganar, todo lo intento (299)
si les dan paga ligera (300) [a las otras viejas]
The vie.la uses the same techniques on the Angel in this work as Brizida 
Vaz had done in the earlier Portuguese auto. Flattery is her first tool, 
then she lists her virtues of religiosity and martyrdom with the hope that 
this will persuade the Angel to allow her to board the boat to paradise. 
Again, she is refused entry because of her deceitful nature. The vie.la's 
flattery is a little more open in this work than in the previous auto 
because all Brizida said in the auto was "Barqueiro, mano," (230), but in 
the Comedia the vie.la says "Kola, hermano,/ que te guarde el Soberano!" (300)
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This go-hetveen seems to he bolder in her affirmation as a martyr and 
saint than Brizida Vaz. Thé vie.la calls herself "vna tan sancta muger/ 
como yo, martyrizada.../ do toda virtud abundo." (301) Her final appeal 
to the Angel is that she endured so much suffering here on earth that she 
deserves heaven.
...la cama, lo que sufrio 
toda mi casa se escusa; 
pues que nadie no me acusa, 
porque no yre al cielo? (302)
Both Brizida Vaz and the vie.la are portrayed in a similar manner and both
are representatives of a social type. The major distinction between them
is that the vie.la uses more descriptive words to give a better picture of
her character.
Beroe, the celestinesque protagonist in Francisco de las Natas' 
Comedia de Tidea, is more fully developed than either Brizida Vaz or the 
vie.la of the two earlier works. Beroe is not the only one who reveals her 
personality, as secondary characters also indicate her traits. In this 
respect, she is developed much like Celestina. Many attributes of her 
prototype, Celestina, are also present in her character. M. Romera-Navarro 
indicates this :
La tal vieja, Beroe, ejerce los mismos oficios de la Celestina: 
labrandera, perfumera, falsificadora de la virtud femenina 
por excelencia, hechicera y alcahueta; beata, codiciosa y 
bebedora también lo es, y en ella al igual que su prototipo 
ban clavado las garras los siete pecados capitales.®
Each vice found in Celestina is evident in Beroe's character also: a
virgin mender, seller of cosmetics, imbiber, and her tactics include false
piety, deceit, and flattery, while her motivation is greed. Unlike the
Celestina, Beroe does not use witchcraft, folk sayings, nor citations from
the classics in order to impress her listeners.
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Beroe is first mentioned in the Introyto y argumento dels obra
lAere she is referred to as "la maldita encoraçada.It is Prudente,
Tideo's servant, who indicates that Beroe is a go-hetween, a woman of ill
repute, and a hypocrite.
PRUDENTE— 0 harhuda dissemtera.
Mango del diablo santona, 
alcagueta, hechizera, 
o puta vieja jarrona! (18)
The key words which identify Beroe are "mango del diablo santona." Imme­
diately after Prudente says the preceding words, Beroe enters the scene 
praying sincerely, and asking for divine help in her profession at the 
same time.
Aue Maria, gracia plena;
Dominus teco, sefiora; 
no mirays qtue bueh estrena 
para lunes en buen hora;
benedicta tu. 
hora veys q̂ue tu por tu 
me trataua la bouilla, 
pues ventris tui Jesu, 
tu vemas, doSa loquilla;
Santa Maria, 
tu, madre de Dios, me guia 
aqueste mi buen viaje, 
que aunque alcagueteria, 
passos son de romeraje. (19)
M. Romera-Navarro indicates the strong similarity between Celestina and 
Beroe with respect to their religious hypocrisy. "Grande es la semejanza 
entre ambas obras desde el momento en que Beroe se présenta en escena,... 
la entrada de la vieja celestinesca, hablando consigo misma, lo que dice 
y el modo de decirlo, su mezcla de preces y diablescos conceptos. It 
is Tideo who indicates that Beroe procures for profit, and later she veri­
fies it.
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TIDEO— En svmario, 
esta rescibe salarie 
de clerigos y dignidades, 
es remedio ordinario 
para sus necessidades; (l8)
Beroe verifies her greed by saying, "...quel pago que me ha de dar/ yo le
estimo en "gran valor." (52)
Because tactics used by Beroe for winning Faustina for Tideo
include deceit and flattery, it is Tideo who calls her a deceitful person.
Vistes hora 
aquella vieja traydora, 
vn monstro tan criminal 
me alcance atal senora 
con su arte infernal! (26)
Beroe lets the reader know that she is a flatterer through her comments 
to Faustina. There is an overemphasis on beauty, youth and physical per­
fection through her use of a series of exclamations.
0 mi rosa,
0 mi perla muy preqj.osa!
0 ymagen singular!.-..
Que frescura!
0 que rostro y que blancura!...
0 que cuello!
0 que ojos y cabello!
0 que pechos y boquita! (Ul)
This scene is reminiscent of how Celestina uses flattery to win Melibea.
During her first interview, Celestina says, "10 angelica ymagen! 10 perla
preciosa, e como te lo dizes! Gozo me toma en verte fablar."^^ Even though
Prudente and Tideo reveal Beroe’s personality and traits, she is the one
who verifies them by what she says and does.
In El Infamador by Juan de la Cueva, the celestinesque character,
Teodora, indicates her own traits and profession except for a few times when
Leucino's servants discuss certain events in her procuring activities.
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Leucino's servant, Ortelio, is the one to tell of Teodora's failure to win
. SLidora the first visit, and the subsequent beating she received from
Eliodora's servants. Ortelio continues relating how he took Teodora to
the home of Terecinda, a fellow go-between. On his way back to Leucino,
Ortelio sees Eliodora, who indicates what type of person Teodora seems to
be. ELIO. — "Bien negocio la nueva Celestina.Teodora comes to tell
Leucino about her first visit with Eliodora and indicates how she tries to
be pleasant and win Eliodora's confidence through flattery, but fails.
"...Bella Eliodora,/ vida mia y sefiora mia,..." (9) Teodora continues by
trying to deceive the young woman and she depicts Leucino as a brave,
noble, and perfect gentleman, but he is just the opposite.
TEO. — Yo vengo a solo deciros 
que deis lugar que Leucino, 
pues cual sabeis es tan dino, 
ose ocuparse en serviro; 
notoria es su gentileza, 
discreciôn y bizarria, 
su hacienda y su franqueza; (9)
Teodora shows her subtle tendency to flatter and deceive during her next
visit with Eliodora.
TEO. — Feliciana, di a Eliodora 
que hablarle quiere Teodora 
su sierva, y quien mâs le ama. (ho)
Of major importance is the fact that there are two alcahuetas 
in this work, Teodora and Terecinda, because these two go-betweens depend 
upon each other in their activities. Terecinda helps to verify Teodora's 
personality through her conversations with the former. In one conversation 
they indicate their superstitious nature and their use of conjures as an 
aid to their procuring activities. As they are preparing to return to 
Eliodora's home, Teodora watches the birds in the sky for good or bad omens.
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TEO. — ten cuenta y mira el viento 
si cuervo o si paloma pareciere 
o siniestra corneja se ofreciere. (33)
Terecinda supports Teodora's superstition ty responding:
TERE. — Con prospéras ségalés 
de fatïdico agüero 
se nos demuestra el cielo generoso 
en ocaciones taies,... (33)
As they continue to talk, they hegin their witchcraft ritual.
TEO. — Tiende en tomo esos lizos,
por donde yp derramo
estas cenizas, del Tinacrio monte,
y con fuertes hechizos
a responder me llamo
los espiritus negros de Aqueronte...
TERE. — I Oh Pluton, o Proserpina hermosa!
In spite of the fact that they call on the god of the underworld, they do 
not show any deep religious convictions nor religious hypocrisy.
Teodora is not the vivacious Celestina in many respects: no
hedonism, no excessive greed nor hypocrisy, no subtle plots with servants. 
She tries to win the favor of Elidora throujpi flattery, and later with the 
support of a fellow go-hetween, through their combined witchcraft. She is 
portrayed mainly through her own words and those of Terecinda, her accom­
plice. Because there is no description by the secondary characters, Teodora 
is portrayed from a limited number of points of view. For this reason, she 
appears as a stereotype rather than an individual. These matchmakers merely 
perform their duties in society and receive payment for them. They are 
accepted by all levels of society; therefore, in spite of past religious 
severity, these go-betweens are tolerated as a part of their contemporary 
world.
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The Celestina portrayed in the Entremis famoso de la Celestina 
describes her profession in her own words. The author portrays this Celes­
tina primarily through what she says about herself.
...Liciones y arbitrios doy 
de arte amandi, si hay quien ama 
que todo es comodidad 
y sin ella todo cansa.
Desto vivo y desto rauero,... 
las virtudes del imân 
traigo, que atras los sentidos;
Habas traigo, que se echan, 
para adivinar sucesos; 
traigo sogas, traigo huesos, 
que para todo aprovechan. (221)
This Celestina alludes to her role as a go-between, a seller of virgins, 
and a prognosticator. As a reflection of her namesake, this alcahueta is 
merely a stereotype of the vivid individual created by Fernando de Bojas. 
She is portrayed solely through her own words.
Only Beroe and Teodora are portrayed from enough points of view 
to indicate their individuality. The go-betweens in the Barca do Inferno 
and in la comedia alegorica del parayso y del infierno are portrayed almost 
entirely through their own words. The Celestina of the Entrâmes tells her 
own story. These last three characters are portrayed from only one point 
of view and lack individuality and depth of character; therefore, they 
seem to be stock types rather than individuals. The authors do not have 
much time to develop the characters' personality from all points of view 
in such short dramatic presentations. On the other hand, the novelesque 
adaptations are longer and more time is dedicated to characterization from 
several points of view including author narration.
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CHAPTER V
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CELESTINESQUE PROTAGONISTS IN:
NOVELESQUE ADAPTATIONS OF THE "CELESTINA"
La Logana andaluza, as portrayed by Francisco Delicado in his 
Retrato de la loçana andaluza; en lengua espafiola muy clarissima. Com- 
puesta en Roma. El Qual Retrato demuestra lo que en Roma passaua, ^ 
contiene muchas mâs cosas que la 'Celestina,' is a young, attractive 
prostitute. Her real name is Aldonga, hut because of her subtle wit she 
is known as La Logana andaluza. The three parts of the novel represent 
three stages in La Logana's life: introduction into Roman prostitution,
prosperity in her business, reflection upon and retirement from prosti­
tution and procuring. In spite of the fact that she is young, she shows 
definite similarities to her prototype, Celestina. La Logana, as the 
central character, gives unity to the plot of unrelated episodes just as 
Celestina gives unity to the plot of La tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea; 
but the unity is weaker in La Loçana andaluza because there is a lack of 
chronology to the events. Both go-betweens live by their wit, their 
knowledge of medicine, and greed. La Logana, however, is able to make a 
profit in her business while Celestina only survives. Celestina is
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portrayed ty what others say ahoiit her first and later through her own 
conversations and deeds. The secondary characters describe La Loçana 
before she says or does anything. She is described by her aunt, the 
author, Diomedes, and later by the old women in Home as well as her ser­
vant, Ranpin. Throughout the work, other clients or friends mention her 
trades and personality traits, but it is La Logana herself who verifies 
her character by what she says and does.
Her aunt and old prostitutes in Rome describe La Logana's traits, 
and express their desire to corrupt her. For example, her aunt encourages 
her to make use of her youthful beauty by saying: "...y vuestra hermosura
hallarâ axuar cosido y sorzido, que no os tiene Dios olvidada."^ The author 
also indicates that La Logana’s astuteness is one of her major assets:
"...y notando en ella el agudeza que la patria y parentada le havian pres- 
tado,..." (13) He continues by saying, "Y como hera platica y de gran 
conversaciôn,... Y como ella tenia gran ver e ingenio diabolico y gran 
conocer,..." (l8) La Logana is always careful of what she says so that 
she may benefit from every conversation and situation in which she is 
involved.
Upon her arrival in Rome, La Logana is alone and without money, 
therefore, she visits some old women in an effort to find a job. Beatriz 
and Teresa, the old prostitutes, wish to take advantage of her good quali­
ties and are pleased with her potential to supersede their own exploits.
BEATRIZ — Logana, lAy prima Hernândez, no lo hagays que nos 
deshonrrara como a mal pan! JNo veys que lavia y que osadîa 
que tiene, y quê dezir? (2k)
TERESA — ...que êsta en son la veo yo, que con los cristianos 
serâ cristiana, y con los jodîos, jodîa, y con los turcos, 
turca, y con los hidalgos, hidalga,... (30)
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It is Banpîn's aunt who completes La Logana's corruption by encouraging 
the youth to sleep with the Spanish beauty. His aunt says: "Yo quisiera
ser ombre, tan bien me ha perescido. 10 que piema de muger! lY el necio 
de su marido la dexo venir sola a la tierra de Comualla! Deve de ser 
qualque babion, o veramente que ella deve de ser buena de su cuerpo." (51)
Banpîn, who becomes La Logana's servant and lover and plays an 
important role in her character portrayal, discusses her traits with 
various persons who come in contact with her, including the author. In a 
conversation with her client, El Maestresala, Eanpin discusses her greed.
He tells El Maestresala that his mistress needs money to pay the rent, but 
in reality it has already been paid. "Es venida agora y a de pagar la 
casa y demândanle luego el dinero, y a de comprar baratijas para la casa 
y no se halla con mill ducados." (70) She herself indicates that greed 
is necessary in order to earn a living. "IHermana, es menester mâs dine- 
ros si quieres que te traya buena cosa!" (1̂ 5) La Logana also attempts 
to justify her deceit and. trickery as a means of earning money to buy the 
necessities of life. "Y es que para ganar de comer tengo de dezir que se 
muncho mas que no sé, y afirmar la mentira con ingenio, por sacar la ver- 
dad." (179-80)
Although a prostitute and a go-between, she considers her pro­
fession one of dignity, and one which benefits contemporary Italian society. 
She defends her profession by saying, "Quiero bivir de mi sudor, y no me 
enpache jamas con casadas ni con virgos, ni quise vender mogas, ni llevar 
mensaje a quien no supiesse yo cierto que hera puta,...sino de mi oficio 
me quiero bivir." (130.) Later, the caballero describes her physical 
attractiveness: "Corramos y tomêmosla en medio, y gozar'a vuestra SeRorîa
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de la mas exoelente muger que jamâs vido,..." (1U9) The desuensero gives 
an accurage list of her professional abilities in his conversation with 
Badajo.
Mas sobre mî que no comprêys vos casa como ella, de sola- 
mente quitar cejas y oomponer novias. Fué muy querida de 
romanas, esta fue la que hazîa la esponja Uena de sangre 
de pich6n para los virgos, esto ténia que no era ynteresal 
y mâs ganava por aquello. (121-22)
The embaxador mentions her subtle craftiness: "Me parece que es astuta,
que cierto ha de la sierpe e de la paloma." (I51) A companion of Silvio, 
also one of her clients, discusses her astuteness: "Esta Loçana es sagaz,
...Y esta haze embaradas, y mete de su cassa muncho almazén, y sâbele dar 
lamaha..." (100, 101)
Secondary characters indicate La Loâna's character traits and 
she verifies them with her own words and actions. Her knowledge of medi­
cine as a part of her profession which she defends in a conversation with 
the author, is indicated in the following quotation.
SeGor, no, sino que soy venida aquî que su nuera desta 
seGora esta de parto, y querria hazer que como heche las 
pares me las vendan, para poner aqui a la vellutera y dalle 
ha qualque cossa para ayudar a criar la criatura. (103)
While talking to Ranpin, she defends her use of medicine again "... y la 
melezina a de estar en la lengua, y aunque no sepais nada, aveys de fingir 
que sabéys y conocéys para que ganlys algo, como hago yo,..." (113) Pro­
fessionalism in prostitution is a topic which this astute go-between de­
fends also. All is done for the purpose of making a living. "A cavalleros 
y a putas de reputacion con mi honrra procure de interponer palabras, y 
amansar iras, y reconciliar las partes, y hazer pazes y quitar rencores, 
examinando partes, quitar martelos viejos, haziendo mi persona albardan
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por comer pan.” (165) La Loçana even calls her home a watchtower for
prostitutes. "Parece mi casa atalaya de putas." (171)
In his introduction, Antonio Vilanova emphasizes the social
historicity of La Loçana andaluza.
En efecto, como estampa vîvida y realista, claramente extraîa 
de la vida real en la que el autor intenta reflejar el am- 
• biente y corrupcion y lihertinaje de la sociedad romana en 
los aSos inmediatamente anteriores al saco de Borna por las 
tropas del condestahle de Borhôn, esta ohra es, sin duda 
alguna, el mas precioso testimonio que ha llegado hasta no- 
sotros acerca del amhiente de lenocinio y tercerîa de la pi- 
caresca espaEola en Italia.2
Among the major social ills discussed are prostitution (the theme of the 
hook), disease, and poor sanitation. Banpîn and La Loçana, discuss the 
moral corruption of Borne hy saying: "Pues por esso es la mayor parte de
Borna hurdel, y le dizen Borna putana." (Uo) Banpîn emphasizes this cor­
ruption by listing the victims, "...pues mira que por esso se dize:
Borna, triunfo de grandes seRores, parayso de putanas, purgatorio de 
jôvenes, infierno de todos, fatiga de festias, engano de pobres, peci- 
guerîa de vellacos." (60) La loçana, as a prostitute, encourages pros­
titution, and sets up a type of union for other prostitutes. She collects
a fee from each of the "treynta mill putanas ,y nueve mill rufianas" (221) 
that her friend Divicia says are in Borne. This prostitutes' union is her 
own materialistic organization as she indicates: "iQuê mâs Celidonia o
Celestina qu' ella? Si todas las Celidonias o Celestinas que ay en Roma 
me diesen dos carlines al mes, como los medicos de Ferrara al Gonela, yo 
serîa mâs rica que quantas mugeres ay en esta tierra." (220) As a result 
of excessive prostitution, venereal diseases also increased.
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According to Bruno Damiani, syphilis was the most common venereal
disease, a serious problem at the end of the fifteenth century in Europe.
The origin of this social plague is still unknown, although 
there was already talk about mala franzos (mal frances) in 
IU72. It must be noted, however, that the date which Deli­
cado gives us coincides with the mention made of this disease 
by Peter Martin of Angleria in a letter written in ll*88 to 
his friend Arias Barbosa...According to Delicado, this dis­
ease had its origin in Naples in l488, and its spread was 
due to the campaign to capture the kingdom of Naples. The 
courtesan Divieia says in Memorandum LII of Lozana; "...
When King Charles came to Naples, the incurable disease 
began..."3 (202)
Other social problems were poor sanitation and a bad water supply. La
Logana cautions Divieia about Rome's bad water. "No bevas desa, qu' es
del pozo. DIVICIA — JQue se me da? LOÇANA — Porque todos los pozos de
Roma estan entredichos, a efecto que no se beva el agua dellos." (217)
La Logana, as an active member of the corrupt Roman society, 
represents all the major current ills. As a young woman, she is corrupted; 
as a mature woman, she adapts and takes advantage of her situation; and 
as a prosperous courtesan, she retires from her life of prostitution.
She defends her role in society and verifies her character by her conver­
sations with others, including the author himself.
Elena, the celestinesque protagonist in La hi.ja de Celestina 
(1612), later entitled La ingeniosa Elena (l6llt) by Jeronimo de Salas 
Barbadillo, is portrayed through the author's narration, through conver­
sations she has with other secondary characters, and through her own 
actions. Although Francisco Cauz, in his Ph.D. dissertation, "Aspectos 
de la novelistica de Salas Barbadillo," feels that there is little simil­
arity between Elena and her mother, Celestina; there are similarities in 
personality traits, means of survival, and mode of characterization.
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Francisco Cauz states:
El ûnico entronque con La Celestina que se pudiera aducir 
se halla en el breve capitule tres en que Elena relata a 
MoDtûfar sus antécédentes familiares, destacândose el ca- 
râcter celestinesco de su morisca madre. Enumerando y 
describiendo sus arterias termina por decirnos de su madre 
que 'sobre todas las gracias, ténia la mejor mano para 
aderezar doncellas que se reconocîâ en muchas léguas (y) 
adobaba mejor a la desdichada que llegaba a su poder se- 
gunda vez, que cuando vino la primera' résonante e incon- 
fundible eco de la primera Celestina.**
Elena, like Celestina, is a liar, a manipulator, and a deceiver. In the
end, both protagonists die because of their evil lives; Celestina because 
of her excessive greed, and Elena at the hands of justice because she 
attempts to poison Montûfar, her husband. Elena is first described through 
the author's narration, later she reveals her personality through conver­
sations and deeds. The mode of Celestina's characterization is similar 
except that Sempronio and Parmeno, instead of the author, first mention 
her personality.
Salas Barbadillo indicates Elena's beauty, subtle wit, and pro­
pensity for lying as basic character traits even before she appears.
Mujer de buena cara y pocos anos, que es la principal her­
mosura; tan subtil de ingenio, que era su corazon la reca- 
mara de la Mentira donde hallaba siempre el vestido y traje 
mâs a su proposito convinientes...Cierto que mentia con 
mucho aseo y limpieza,...5
On several occasions Elena practices her subtle wit and her ability to 
lie. Her effort to extort money from don Sancho's rich uncle is an excel­
lent example of her deceitful nature. She pretends to have been attacked 
by don Sancho, the uncle believes her and pays for the damages in jewels 
and money. Subtle Elena seeks the uncle's sympathy through tears at the 
beginning of their conversations. The author narrates:
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Aguî Elena, que sabîa que una mujer hermosa tal vez per­
suade mas con los ojos llorando que con la hoca hablando,
en lugar de razones, acudiô con una corriente de copiosas
lagrimas tan bien entodada, ya alzando, ya bajando, lim- 
piândose ya con un lienzo los ojos por mostrar la blanca 
mano, y ya retirando el manto porque se viese en el rostro 
la ligrimas. (5**-55)
After having won don Sancho's uncle's confidence, Elena wickedly falsi­
fies the manner in which don Sancho attacked her: "...donde, con una
daga que me puso â los pechos, alcanz6 con viliana fuerza lo que no habia 
podido con blanda cprtesîa; para cuyo efecto, cuando me vio rendida dejo 
caer la daga en el suelo." (60) Elena's motivation is materialistic and 
the rich uncle is deceived and pays for the supposed damages to her reputa­
tion. "...dando al pa je la Have de un escritorio, de donde sac6 la can-
tidad de oro, en doblones de a cuatro, y se la entrego, contândola Montûfar 
— que se hizo entregado en ella— doblon, sobre doblôn;..." (61;) Elena and 
her coconspirators, Montûfar and la vieja Méndez, flee before the uncle 
learns the truth. Later Montûfar becomes grasping and takes the money 
and jewels for himself. After temporarily abandoning the two women, he 
returns to them and begs forgiveness. They continue their travels until 
they reach Sevilla where they again practice deception by false pretenses. 
They act the part of pious and holy penitents and the townsmen provide for 
them for almost three years.
En menos que tres afios, enriquecieron; porque demas de los 
regalos y dadivas grandes que les hacîan los poderosos 
ciudadanos de Sevilla— sisaban de la boisa de Bios con 
poca vergûenza. Hurtaban la tercia parte del dinero que 
les daban para limosnas, que era infinite suma, y guarda- 
banlo todo en oro. (ll;3)
Both Montûfar and Elena escape the officials and la vieja Mendez is pun­
ished in their stead. The author indicates that Elena and Montûfar enter
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the court as wealthy husband, and wife. "Entraron en la Corte ricos y 
casados,..." (150) They continue to live on their ill-gained profits.
Elena describes her family background in Chapter III. She says
her mother, "...que fui doctîsima mujer en el arte de convocar gente del
otro mundo." (72-73) practices the occult. Her account of her mother's
other trades is:
Ï, sobre todas las gracias, tenia la mejor mano para adere- 
zar doncellas que se conocîa en muchas léguas, fuera de que 
las medicinas que aplicaba para semejantes heridas estaban 
aprobadas por autores tan graves, que su doctrine no se des- 
preciaba como vulgar. (7%) ...Como el pueblo llegô a conocer 
sus mérites, quiso honralla con titulo digno de sus hazaSas, 
y asî la llamaron todos en voz comûn <<Celestina>> , segunda 
de este nombre. (75)
Of her own moral corruption, Elena says:
Ya yo era mozuela de doce â trece y tan bien vista de la 
Corte, que arrastraba Principes que, golosos de robarme la 
primera flor, me prestaban coches, dâbanme aposentos en la 
comedia, enviâbanme en las mafianas de Abril y Mayo almuer- 
zos, y las tardes de Julio y Agosto meriendas, al rio de 
Manzanares. (78) ...Très veces fui vendida por virgen. La 
primera a un eclesiâstico rico. La segunda a un senor de 
titulo. La tercera a un genovés, que pagô mejor y comiô 
peor. (79)
As a product of her society, Elena reflects the ills which were inherent
in that world. Thomas Hanrahan sees her alienation as a distorted sense
of values,
Elena estaba desde el comienzo alienada de la sociedad en 
que naciô. Su carécter fue deformado por el cinismo con 
que su madré prostituyé su belleza. Mas vieja de lo que 
decia su edad, amargada por sus tempranas experiencias con 
los 'majores miembros' de la sociedad y dotada de una gran 
belleza, comienza a vivir fuera de la sociedad que al prin­
ciple la habia tratado con tanta dureza.^
Such celestinesque traits as subtle deceit, flattery, lies, greed, and
astuteness make Elena a part of her contemporary world, although she lives
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otitside its moral code. Elements missing in her portrayal which were a 
part of Celestina's characterization include the fact that she is not a 
go-between, not superstitious, not an imbiber. Furthermore, she is por­
trayed as a young, attractive prostitute while Celestina was old and un­
attractive. Moreover, since she shares the protagonist's role with la 
vie.la Mendez and Montûfar, Elena is not the central character in the 
strictest sense. She does serve as a catalyst for deceitful projects, 
and the other two help her consummate her plans.
Jeronimo de Salas Barbadillo writes the novel in the third per­
son with a few conversations between Elena, la vie.la Mendez, and Montûfar 
interspersed through the novel. He limits the manner of characterization 
to his narration and conversations between characters. For this reason, 
Elena's personality is reflected from a limited number of viewpoints. 
Narration is less effective as a character-portrayal technique than dia­
logue, monologue, or character interaction which Rojas used in Celestina's 
portrayal; therefore, Elena's characterization is less vivid than her pre­
decessor .
Lope de Vega, on the other hand, uses La Celestina as a model 
for his creation of Gerarda in La Dorotea. He employs dialogue, mono­
logue, character action, and interaction in the form of a dialogues novel 
to portray his characters. Rene L. F. Durand accurately describes Gerarda 
when he says:
Gerarda por fin, alcahueta nacida en las capas înfimas de la 
sociedad heredera légitima y castiza de Trotaconventos y la 
Celestina, tiene sus puntos y ribetes de erudita...Es ahora 
una anciana arrugada que no tiene mas preocupacion que sacar 
dinero a los bobos y emborracharse como cualquier mozo de
cuerda.T
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This lopesque go-hetveen is no longer a procuress who seeks to corrupt 
young women. Dorotea, already married to a man who has long heen absent, 
is in love with a young poet, don Fernando. Gerarda, her confidante and 
friend, is a messenger and adviser for Dorotea and her lover. Gerarda
also tries to take advantage of the generosity of don Bela, a rich claim­
ant for Dorotea's hand, by acting as his go-between to discourage Dorotea 
and don Fernando. This matchmaker is not a professional procuress, but 
procures as a diversion and service to God.
GERARDA — Yo, amiga no soy de aquellas que lo son de la 
merienda, del presente, del juego y del coche al rio, ni 
me ha conocido nadie por sumillera del ageno gusto. iQue 
ropas ni basquinas tengo por esso? iQue moga he condu- 
cido? iEn que sala he estado mirando los retratos o ha-
blaado con los pages? A lo que venia me mouieron dos cosas;
el seruicio de Dios y vuestra honra.8
Gerarda participates in the conversations and actions of the novel, but 
she is not the central figure. She is not the manipulator of other per­
sons' lives nor a catalyst for their actions.
Gerarda is greedy, deceitful, astute, and falsely pious. She 
has two excesses: drunkenness and excessive use of folk sayings. Other
characters often ridicule her excesses and point out her other traits, 
but she indicates each characteristic through her own words. Don Bela 
is the first person to mention Gerarda's subtle nature and her greed:
BELA — No digo yo lo prometido, pero todo el ore que el 
sol engendra en las dos Indias me parece poco, y aunque 
se anadieran los diamantes de la China, las perlas del 
mar del Sur y los rubies de Zeylan; y a ti, discrete 
Gerarda, a cuyo entendimiento se deue esta vitoria, quiero 
seruir por aora con estos escudos. (51)
She continually tries subtly to get more money from don Bela. His friend
and servant, Laurencio, recognizes her deceit and tries to curb don Bela's
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generosity. An excellent example of Gerarda's subtle use of sayings to
persuade don Bela to give her more money is in Act IV.
GERARDA --Mucho os quiero, Pedro; no os digo lo medio ; 
no ay aqui para.la holla, que oy come vna amiga conmigo...
GERARDA — Entre pupa y buruxôn, Dios esco.ja lo mejor.
Todo se sabe, comadre. Pero, boluiendo a mi comdidada, 
e aqui la holla. Vna libra de carnero, catorze maraue- 
dïs. Media de baca, seis; son veinte. De tocino vn
quarto, otro de carbôn, de perejil y ceboUas dos mara-
uedîs, y quatre de axeitunas, es vn cabeüL. Pues très 
reales de vino entre dos mugeres de bien es mui poca 
manifatura: no ay para dos sorbos. Ahade, assi Dios -
te aSada los dias de la vida.
LAURENCIO — iTres reales de vino, valiendo a doce maraue- 
dis la azumbre!...
GERARDA — Hermano Laurencio, en aSo caro, harnero espeso y 
cedazo elaro.
BELA — Dale otros quatro reales. (251)
In this quotation, Gerarda not only emphasizes her greed, but her love 
for food and drink as well.
Drunkenness and nonsensical use of proverbs appear in a conver­
sation between Teodora, Celia, and Gerarda at the end of Act II. In an
aside, Celia mentions Gerarda's addiction for sayings: "Quando la vieja
anda por refranes, buena esta su alma." Later, in the same conversation, 
Teodora cautions Gerarda several times about excessive drinking:
TEODORA — Gerarda, no bebas mâs; que dizes desatinos, y en
otra parte pensaran que era verdad lo que dizes... (lOO)
TEODORA — Madre Gerarda, come mâs y bebe menos; que con la 
sal de tus gracias, te brindas a ti misma... (102)
DOROTEA — Gerarda, que no hablas claro. (103)
Gerarda drunkenly ends the conversation and babbles Latin and Spanish non­
sense. "Quod habemus comido. de Dominus Domini sea benedito. v amicos y 
a vobis nunca faltetur. y agora dicamus el santificetur." (105)
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Although Gerarda is portrayed as being greedy, an imbiber, and
deceitful, her main role in this novel is that of an adviser or counselor
for Dorotea. She indicates this in a conversation with Dorotea near the
end of the novel. "No, hija, sino aconsejarte que viuas y te gozes;"
(299) Gerarda is no longer the procuress that her predecessor, Celestina,
was. José Manuel Blecua in his edition of la Dorotea accurately describes
her function in the novel.
...pero Gerarda no es, como Celestina, el personaje central, 
y, ademas, le falta la grandiosidad diabolica de su antece- 
sora; todo lo mâs es una nieta graciosa y vivaracha, aficio- 
nada al vino; avida de dinero, rezadora, conocedora de las 
artes diabolicas, aunque no tiene ocasion de practicarlas.̂
She does appear to be religious by saying to various persons that she is 
going to pray, but this is her way of making conversation. "Voime a rezar 
un poco; que tengo no se que deuociones; que no me daxan donzellas para 
casarse, ni enfermes para tener salud." (55) Lope de Vega created a 
celestinesque character who reflects her prototype as a capricious, exces­
sively verbal go-between.
The authors of the novelesque adaptations of the Celestina por­
tray their protagonists from several points of view including narration.
La Loçana's character is indicated by the author. Later, other Roman 
citizens reveal her traits and trades by what they say about her. She 
verifies and defends her profession in conversations with several second­
ary characters. Jeronimo de Salas Barbadillo portrays Elena mainly through 
his narrative comments and her own words and actions. On the other hand, 
Lope returns to a dialogued novel in order to portray his Gerarda. Dia­
logue, monologue, character action, and interaction are the main techniques
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used, to portray this go-hetween. Although the authors use several points 
of view to portray their protagonists, these go-betweens lack the skill 
to manipulate and control others that Celestina had.
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CONCLUSION
Trotaconventos, the Spanish prototype for Celestina, is a direct 
descendant of her classical antecedents, Dipsas and Anus, stereotyped go- 
hetweens who used witchcraft to ensure their success. Trotaconventos 
became the first stereotype go-between in Spanish literature with a love 
for money and an ability to use her wit to earn a living through procuring. 
Secondary characters give an accurate description of her character and 
trades in their conversations with the protagonist, Don Melon. Then, he 
and the female characters only add examples of her already-established 
traits. When she enters the scene, her traits are well defined by what 
others have said; she reinforces her portrayal by her own words and deeds. 
Trotaconventos' successor, Celestina, was created as the same type of 
character, but portrayed from several secondary characters' points of 
view through dialogue and character interaction.
La Celestina is a dialogued novel, therefore, character devel­
opment is achieved through conversation, monologue, and character inter­
action. The servants are the first characters to indicate Celestina's 
personality traits and professional trades. They refer to her person­
ality in general terms such as old, crafty, and knowledgeable in all
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evils, tut they refer specifically to her trades: virgin mender, go-
hetveen, witch, laundress, and perfume-seller. After she enters the 
scene, her character is clarified hy what she says and how others respond 
to her. She betrays her insatiable greed through her own words in conver­
sation with secondary characters, and later she refuses to share the profits 
with them, this being final proof of her greed. Not only does the author 
allow her to show her greedy attitude towards the servants, but she 
attempts to earn more money from Calisto by prolonging her procuring acti­
vities. Therefore, Celestina builds her own portrayeO. through numerous 
conversations with the other characters. She similarly indicates her other 
character facets of manipulation, control and domination, hedonism, super­
stition, and false religiosity. The interaction through dialogue and 
action between Celestina, the central character, and every other character 
is the main means of portrayal after the servants indicate her general 
attributes. In this way, she is portrayed by conversations of others, her 
own conversations, monologues, and interaction among all of the characters.
Rojas uses conversations between Celestina and the other charac­
ters to show a different side of her personality with each secondary 
character. He enables the reader to see her from the other characters' 
points of view in her attempts to control or manipulate each situation in 
which she is involved. Her own actions complete her characterization. 
Celestina is portrayed through the words of others and their attitudes 
towEird her. Rojas allows all of the secondary characters to interact 
with her on their own level, and she responds through conversation and 
action accordingly. As a result, Rojas has created a character who is 
not a stereotype, but a realistic person, an individual. The dramatists
8o
who attempt to imitate this type of characterization cannot do so with 
much skill because they fail to include the character interaction and 
conversation.
In Lh SegUnda Celestina. Feliciano de Silva does not have the 
secondary characters reiterate Celestina's traits and professions. He 
assumes the reader remembers them from the original Celestina. In dia­
logues with other characters, she states certain things which indicate 
her greed, deceit, and false religiosity. For example, she indicates her 
false religiosity through what she says to the secondary character, Zenara. 
Although the secondary characters talk with her, there is a lack of inter­
action and mutual influence of characterization of Celestina by the 
secondary characters. She indicates her personality and trades through 
her own words.
The Tercera Celestina by Caspar 06mez also lacks depth of 
characterization. The second Celestina’s main weakness, greed, is 
revealed to the reader by the servants. These secondary characters never 
have conversations with her so that another level of portrayal could be 
achieved. The author completes her portrayal through her own words and 
actions. Caspar C6mez assumes that his readers already know who and what 
she is, therefore, he sees no need to portray her according to each 
secondary character's point of view in relation to what they say to her 
and her responses to them.
Claudine, the celestinesque protagonist in La Tragedia Policiana, 
is described through the words of the servants. They indicate her traits 
before she enters the scene. Because of a lack of interaction in which 
character traits are evident, her personality is not revealed from several
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points of reference. Although the secondary characters say she is a go- 
hetween, greedy, and astute, she is the one who verifies her traits after 
they are revealed hy the other characters.
Marcelia, in Comedia Llamada Florinea. is portrayed through her 
own words in long monologues and through what she says to minor characters. 
There is no exchange of conversation between Marcelia and the minor char­
acters which might contribute to her personality portrayal. Nor is there 
any dialogue between the secondary characters about Marcelia. Therefore, 
her characterization is limited to what she says and does. Consequently, 
she is more of a stock character than an individual.
La Lena, in Velasquez de Velasco's play. Là Lena, reveals her 
personality and occupations by what she says in monologues, and by what 
she says to others. The secondary characters do not indicate their re­
actions nor feelings about her through conversations with each other nor
with her. Lena's name itself means a go-between, therefore, the author 
1'
tries to include what her profession is in the meaning of her name. Again, 
because of a lack of depth to the character portrayal, this go-between is 
more of a type than an individual.
The go-between in Gil Vicente's Auto da Barca do Inferno, and 
the go-between in the anonymous Spanish work. Comedia aleg6rica del 
narayso y del infiemo, are portrayed through their own words in response 
to the Devil's and Angel's questions. There is only a brief mention of 
the vie.la's traits and skills in the introyto of the Comedia alegorica. 
Brizida Vaz of Gil Vicente's work responds to the interrogators by listing 
her trades as a virgin mender and cosmetic maker, and her personality
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traits as greed, deceit, lies, and trickery. Her religious hypocrisy 
and flattery appear through her answers to the Angel's questions in an 
attempt to enter the heavenly boat. The vie.la of the COmedia alegorica 
indicates her trades and personality through her own comments also. The 
vie.la attempts to enter the heavenly boat through flattery and emphasis 
on her earthly martyrdom. Both of these go-betweens are portrayed as 
social types rather than identifiable people of their contemporary world.
Beroe, of Comedia dé Tidea, is portrayed by what she says, what 
she does, and what others say about her. Her actions verify each trait 
indicated by others. There is one narrative reference to her in the 
argumento which indicates her criminal misconduct. A servant, is the 
secondary character who indicates the type of person she is by calling 
her a go-between, witch, and old whore. Later, after he indicates her 
religious hypocrisy, she enters the scene mumbling a long, pious prayer 
requesting aid from the Virgin in her go-between activities. Her actions 
prove her false religiosity which had just been pointed out by a minor 
character. Conversational interaction between Beroe and the secondary 
characters as a means of portrayal is lacking. She manifests her traits 
by what she says and does.
Juan de la Cueva, in El Infamador, lets Teodora indicate her 
own personality and trades through her conversation with others. Her 
flattery and deceit are evident by what she says. This go-between also 
shows a weakness in her self-confidence because she seeks out Terecinda, 
another go-between, to help support her in her activities. They both 
indicate their superstition and use of witchcraft through conversation 
with each other. The other secondary characters do not contribute to
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Teodora*s portrayal by any conversations they have with each other about 
her, nor do they indicate their reactions to her through dialogues with 
her.
In the short Eritremes famOso de là Celestina. Celestina is the 
only one who describes herself and her trades through her own comments. 
Neither character interaction nor contributions to her portrayal by 
secondary characters are present, therefore, she is a stereotyped reflec­
tion of the original Celestina rather than a fully developed go-between. 
All of these dramatic adaptations of the celestinesque protagonist lack 
depth of portrayal because the go-betweens are portrayed from only one 
or two perspectives. They appear to be stock types rather than real 
persons.
The novelesque presentations of the celestinesque protagonist 
include dialogue, character interaction, and action, but narration is the 
major means of portrayal in one of the novels. La hija de Celestina, by 
Jeronimo de Salas Barbadillo. Although Salas Barbadillo used narration, 
he does include dialogue and actions of the characters as other means of 
characterization. Elena lacks several of Celestina's professions and 
traits; she is not a hypocrite, imbiber, nor go-between. She is described 
through the author's narrative comments about her craftiness, ability to 
lie, and her youthful beauty. Later, she verifies these attributes by 
what she says and does, not by what other say to or about her. Even 
though narration adds description to her character and develops the plot, 
portrayal is shallow because Salas Barbadillo does not allow the other 
characters to become a part of her portrayal.
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La Lozana andaluza's traits and professions are described by 
everyone with whom she comes in contact. Since she is a young woman cor­
rupted by the encouragement of older prostitutes, their personalities are 
also a part of her portrayal. They all indicate their attitudes by what 
they say to or about La Lozana. Each of these old prostitutes contributes 
to La Lozana's corruption. After she has established herself as a prosti­
tute, Eanpin and several of her clients indicate her sensuality, crafti­
ness, and professional abilities. Ranpin and the author have conversations 
with her in which they help her philosophize about prostitution and its 
value in Roman society. Each person who comes in contact with La Lozana 
describes that aspect of her personality important to him. She, on the 
other hand, clarifies her ideas by what she says in conversations with 
the secondary characters. The old prostitutes corrupt La Lozana and 
her friends and customers reveal her personality and trades, but she 
verifies and justifies her character traits and professional trades by 
what she says and does. Conversation is the main technique used for her 
portrayal.
Lope de Vega patterned his Dorotea after the original Celestina 
by writing a dialogued novel in five acts. Lope uses the same characteri­
zation techniques which Rojas used to create Celestina: dialogue, mono­
logue, character action, and interaction. The only difference is that 
Gerarda does not try to manipulate the other characters' lives, therefore, 
their reactions to her are absent. Gerarda is portrayed as a confidante 
and friend of Dorotea rather than a go-between. The lovers, not Gerarda, 
are the central characters. Don Bela, Dorotea, her mother Teodora, and 
servants indicate Gerarda's greed, excessive drunkenness, and verbal
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excesses by comments they make to her. She adds perspective to her por­
trayal by frequent use of sayings and long conversations with don Bela and 
Laurencio in order to wheedle more money for services rendered from don 
Bela. Since Gerarda is not the protagonist, her characterization is 
completed by comments of major and minor characters as well as her words 
and actions.
Celestina remains the best portrayed character because of Fernando 
de Rojas' ability to indicate her traits from each secondary character's 
point of reference as well as from her own conversations, monologues, and 
actions, and interactions with the other characters. Each imitation and 
adaptation of this protagonist is lacking in personality traits and pro­
fessional trades, or their characterization seems incomplete because of a 
lack of one or more portrayal techniques used by Rojas. On the basis of 
her portrayal, Celestina is the go-between who serves as a model for all 
those after her.
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